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Special to The Ledger
In an effort to promote economic growth and job creation
among local communities,
Senator Stan Humphries (12Cadiz) recently pre-filed a piece
of legislation in BR 73, which
relates to in-lieu-of-tax payments from the Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA).
The bill, prefiled for the
2016 Regular
Session of the
Kentucky
General
Assembly,
would allow a
portion of the
in
Humphrles payments to be
transferred
from the state's general fund to
a regional development agency
assistance fund. The legislation,
if passed, would not pose any
additional cost to taxpayers in
Kentucky.
"A large number of my constituents have asked me about
filing this bill because they
would like to see a portion of
money collected in-lieu-of-tax
payments from the TVA be reinvested at the local level in areas
of the state serviced by the
TVA," Senator Humphries said.
The legislation would transfer
a portion of the in-lieu-of-tax to
fiscal court-designated, local
industrial development authorities, who would decide where
and how the money would be
redistributed among counties in

71

Harlan says community
demanded Festival walk
Fans of the annual Christmas
in the Park/Festival of Lights
display at Murray's Central
Park will have a chance to
experience it in a new way
tonight.
From 6-8, the park will be
closed to vehicular traffic in
order that visitors will be able
to,for what is believed to be the
first time ever, walk through the
display, gaining a more upclose view of the various
designs and light patterns.
"I think this is going to be just
fantastic,"
said
MurrayCalloway County ,!arks
Recreation Director Lindsey
Harlan."I had several individuals come to me about this idea,
and they started asking if this is
something we could do. Well,
we're doing it.
"We're going to have our
rangers start moving through
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Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

LEFT: These Christmas figurines depict a
family of four singing Christmas carols as
captured in a storefront Monday night in
downtown Murray.

Study: Some cardiac arrest victims ignore warning signs
BY LAURAN NEERGAAR
AP Medical Writer

Otty
What good is it for a man to
gain the whole world, and yet
lose or forfeit his very self?
Luke 9:25

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times photos
ABOVE: Green and red light brightens the
front of the Robert 0. Miller Conference
Center Monday night as white tights envelop a tree across the intersection of South
Fourth and Maple streets from the Miller
building as downtown Murray observes the
Christmas season.

correct that it's a strike with little or
no advance warning.
An unusual study that has closely
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sudden tracked sudden cardiac arrest in
cardiac arrest may not always be so Portland, Oregon, for over a decade
sudden: New research suggests a lot got around that roadblock, using
of people may ignore potentially life- interviews with witnesses,family and
saving warning signs hours, days, friends after patients collapse and
even a few weeks before they col- tracking down their medical records.
lapse.
About half of middle-aged patients
Cardiac arrest claims about for whom symptom information
350,000 U.S. lives a year. Its not a could be found had experienced
heart attack, but worse: The heart warning signs, mostly chest pain or
abruptly stops beating, its electrical shortness of breath, in the month
activity knocked out of rhythm. CPR before suffering a cardiac arrest,
can buy critical time, but so few researchers reported Monday. The
patients survive that it's been hard to research offers the possibility of one
tell if the longtime medical belief is day preventing some cardiac arrests

if doctors could figure out how to
find and treat the people most at risk.
"By the time the 911 call is made,
it's much too late for at least 90 percent of people," said Dr. Sumeet
Chugh of the Cedars-Sinai Heart
Institute in Los Angeles, who led the
study reported in Annals of Internal
Medicine. "There's this window of
opportunity that we really didn't
know existed."
Importantly, a fraction of patients
considered their symptoms bad
enough to call 911 before they collapsed, and they were most likely to
survive.

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — A Suicide
attacker rammed an explosives-laden motorcycle into a joint NATO-Afghan patrol Monday,
killing six American troops in the deadliest
attack on international forces since August.
Two U.S. troops and an Afghan were wounded.
The attack happened as Taliban fighters
overran a strategic district in southern
Helmand province, the scene of some of the
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Steven
Speed, left,
listens to
Judge
Dennis Foust
Monday as
attorney
Cheri Riedel
examines
her calendar
during
Speed's latest appearance in
Calloway
Circuit Court.
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Foust sets June date for man
accused in kidnapping case
A Murray man already serving a
sentence in a state correctional
facility for a conviction from 2013
had a trial date set Monday for his
alleged involvement in another
incident before he was sent to jail.
Judge Dennis Foust set a June
13-14 trial date for Steven
Raymond Speed,24,on charges of

kidnapping, assault in the second
degree and sexual abuse in the first
degree. These crimes are alleged
to have happened before Foust
sentenced Speed to a 12-year
prison term stemming from a 2012
fire he was accused of setting.
Court records show that the
alleged incident occurred in March
2013. Speed was sentenced for the
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Calloway County grand jury issues
indictments Dec. 17 in several cases
Special to the Ledger
• Pascasio Pacheco-Arellano, 21,
•Backusburg Road, Mayfield: Murder
(Capital offense); burglary in the first degree
::(Class B felony); arson in the first degree
:.(Class A felony); tampering with physical
; evidence (Class D felony); assault in the
first degree (Class B felony).
• Steve Colson Jr., 39, White Oak Drive,
1
'Murray: Receiving stolen property under
$10,000(Class D felony).
• Cody Ryan Jackson, 21, Boyd Road,
Wingo: Buying/possessing drug paraphernalia (Class A misdemeanor); possession of a
controlled substance in the first degree, first
offense (methamphetamine) (Class D
• felony); possession of marijuana (Class B
misdemeanor).

• Shannon Marie Garza, 33, Boggess
Drive, Almo: Complicity to rape in the second degree (Class C felony).
• Jennifer R. Bomar, 38, Sycamore
Street, Murray: Make a false statement to
obtain increase of benefits over $100(Class
D felony).
• Christopher L. Kendall, 32, Travis
Boyd Road,Paris, Tennessee: Trafficking in
marijuana more than 8 ounces less than 5
pounds, first offense (Class D felony).
• Ronald Shane Crawford,47,KY Hwy.
94 Fast, Murray: Convicted felony in possession of a handgun (Class C felony); convicted felon in possession of a firearm
(Class D felony); enhanced cultivation of
marijuana, 5 or more plants, first offense
(Class C felony); enhanced trafficking in

marijuana more than 8 ounces, first offense
(Class D felony); enhanced buying/possession of drug paraphernalia (Class D felony):
receiving stolen property (firearm)(Class D
felony); receiving stolen property under
$10,000 (Class D felony); possession of a
controlled substance in the first degree, first
offense (methamphetamine)(Class D
felony); enhanced possession of marijuana
(Class A misdemeanor).
• Danny Lee Sims, 43, Boggess Drive,
Almo: Rape in the second degree, no force
(Class C felony); unlawful use of electronic
means originating or received in the cornmonwealth•to induce a minor to engage in
sexual or other prohibited activities. NI
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NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
Hospital
County
Public
of
Board
Corporation
Trustees will meet at noon
Wednesday in the board
room of the North Tower of
the MCCH campus, 803
Poplar St. Agenda items will
of
the
include: Review
Score
MCCH
Balanced
Card; review and approval of
November financial report;
Board of Trustees Quality
Committee report; review
and approval of medical staff
report; public comment.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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Daly Forecast
The Mationai Weather Sinew
Today: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 62. Calm wind
becoming southeast around
5 mph.
Tonght: A slight chance
of showers and thunderstorms, then showers likely
and possibly a thunderstorm after midnight. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
60. Light southeast wind
becoming south 5 to 9 mph
in the evening. Chance of
precipitation is 60 percent.
Wednesday: Showers
likely and possibly a thunderstorm before noon, then
showers and thunderstorms
likely after noon. Cloudy,
with a high near 68. South
wind 9 to 13 mph. Chance
of precipitation is 70 percent.
Wednesday Night: A 50
percent chance of showers,
mainly before midnight.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 52. South southwest wind 5 to 10 mph
becoming light and variable
after midnight.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 63. West
northwest wind 5 to 7 mph

Thursday Night: A slight
chance of showers after midnight. Partly cloudy, with a
low around 47. West southwest wind around 5 mph
east

becoming

northeast

after midnight.
Christmas Day: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 64. East wind 5 to
7 mph.
Night: Showers

Friday

likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Cloudy, with a low
around 59. East wind 6 to 9
mph becoming south after
midnight.
Saturday: Showers likely
and possibly a thunderstorm.
Cloudy, with a high near 67.
South wind 8 to 10 mph.
Saturday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Cloudy, with a low
around

52.

South

wind

around 8 mph.
Sunday: A

chance

of

showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 61. South wind around 8
mph becoming north in the
afternoon.
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redistributed among counties in
order to create jobs and promote
economic development.
The transfer of funds would
not affect the portion of the total
state TVA payment that is currently distributed among local
government entities and the
transfers would be phased-in
over a five-year period. Under
Humphries' bill, the transfer
would equal 50 percent of the
general fund portion of the total
state TVA payment and each fiscal year thereafter, but not
exceeding $6 million per year.
Humphries represents the 1st
District including Calloway,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Lyon
and Trigg counties.•

Friday collision
sends one person
to local hospital

OUR GIFT TO YOU is
THE REGION'S ONLY ACUTE CARE HOSPITAL WITH A 4-STAR RATING
When it comes to your health, delivering the befzt care is our top priority We're proud to be th. egion's only
acute care hospital to earn a 4-star r;iting from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services This is 3 strong
Hospital ranked highest :n our
endorsement that We're iiftei uiq OW cafe Our patients expect and need M.; •
region fro a littillfh.1 of standards mcluditig communication cleanliness pain control and room quietness And
, say at Murray
we're the only hospital in our region to earn a grade -A- Leapfrog Safety Rating. V.,
Hospital. We Specraltre In Yon Anti it s It or We're here to make a difference Togethr; For You. For more
information about our services. call 270-162-1100 or visit murrayhosp4al.org.

Staff Report
Murray police reported one
injury was sustained in a twovehicle wreck Friday afternoon.
According to a press release
from MPD, the collision
occurred at 3:41 p.m. at the
intersection of North 12th and
Payne streets. MPD said
Madolyn Rose, 16, of Murray
reported that she was attempting have her Ford Focus make a
left turn onto 12th from Payne
when another vehicle's driver
motioned for her pull onto 12th.
MPD said that, in the process
of entering 12th, Rose did not
see an Oldsmobile Alero driven
by Cynthia Russell, 39. of
Hazel approaching in the other
southbound lane, causing the
Oldsmobile to strike the Ford
on the driver's side.
The
Murray-Calloway
County Ambulance Service
assisted at the scene and took
Russell to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for minor
injuries. MPD said no other
injuries were reported at the
scene.
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HS students celebrate season
with French, Spanish traditions

MES students present holiday program

northeast
Photo provided

French I students
researched Noel en France
(Christmas in France).
Sabots, or wooden clogs,
are an integral part of the
French traditions. On
Christmas Eve, children put
out sabots on the hearth to
be filled with gifts from Pere
Noel, the French equivalent
of Santa Claus. Students
constructed their own sabots
from their research.
Pictured, from left to right:
Zoe Watkins, Whitney
Harrison and Elizabeth
Anderson
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Murray Elementary School
students recently performed
the Runaway Snowman as
their winter program production.Pictured are 2nd grade
students during their performance: Amarion Bomar,
Tanner Morgan, Chris
Bloomdahl, Kellen Crouch
and Gabe Turley.
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On Monday, December 14th, the combined Spanish Clubs of Murray High and Calloway
County High sang Christmas carols in Spanish to the residents at Hickory Woods. They
later went to CCHS to share Mexican hot chocolate and socialize.
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MMS program offers lesson in business
Special to the Ledger
Recently, Murray Middle
School fifth grade students visited GameStop after completing
BizWorld,, an entrepreneurship
program, in Mrs. Youngblood's
Flex Class.
The program provides the students the opportunity to experience an interdisciplinary, project-based activity where students start and run their own
companies. Students learn the
basics of business, entrepreneurship, econoinics and
money management as they
engage in activities that reinforce Math, Social Studies,
Language Arts and Economics.
The values of tevnwork, cooperation and communication are
also concepts, while the culminating activity involves analyzing businesses in Murray, Ky.
Students studied what makes a
business successful including
quality products, competitive
prices and knowledgeable and
friendly customer service.
Afterwards: each student chose
one business to award an
"Outstanding Business Award"
based upon the qualifications
studied in class. The students
fill out an award certificate and
send their chosen business a letter explaining why they were
chosen.•

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
270.753.9999• it•WW.simproperty.com
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

Photo provided

Shown in the photo are (left to right, front to back): Noah
Alton (student), Kameron Murphy (student), Stephanie
Youngblood (teacher), Theo Triplett (GameStop Sales
Associate) and Tyler Bellamy (GameStop Store Manager)
Noah and Kameron choose GameStop to award the
Outstanding Business Award. Other businesses chosen by
students were Kroger, Cookout, Los Portales, Fred's, Rue
21, Taco Bell, Dunkin' Donuts, Sonic, Fazoli's, JCPenney's
and August Moon.
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Lily Swain
12th Grade
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YOUTH LEADERSHIP: Pictured are the North Laker Leader grade level representatives
who meet monthly to make and implement plans regarding ways students can improve the
school and be actively involved in the community. From left to right, Dalton Puckett (fifth
grade), Macy Weaver (fourth grade), Emily Hollan (third grade), Jesse Solis (second
grade), Keatyn Jones (first grade) and Jayden Stark (Kindergarten).
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lily Anna Swaim the dangbfero/Do kW and Heather Swak,is the Murray Bank Student of the Week from Calloway County Fligh School Sworn has a 4 0GPA
and ts a voledictorkr utividate *dosof2016.
Ms Swain has been omy involved41026spending a great deal or tier (live Or Advanced Placement honors, business and agriculture courses Her classroom
work has been suppkmented by rtientbeship in the Future Business Leaders ofAlltefiCa, Future Farmers olAmmo,leadership Tomorrow partkipabork Student
Govemrnentand the Junior Beta C.She often has provided leadership by serving as a commttee member, committee tharrperson, organization offwer or class
officer Ma vidunteer in the food Land and Peopk program, she hos worked berth elementary age students helping them understand the vriportime ofnatural
resources 017d environment. Mika* Swain has been a member ofthe(CMS kinnn unduly::awry awns where she has competed at the state levet
Outside orschook Sworn is a member oldie Nordin Baptist Ouch Youth Group. As,,,active member In the American Junior Simmental Association, she has W017
a number awards and Bnished as a lop 5"meta competitor Jennifer Stubblefie4 ans teacher, stated lily is a naturalleader She Is the frrst Ia volunteer when
mirk is to be dont and the last one ro kaw **en events ore aver'
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MSU staff member awarded
Administrative Person of the Year
Special to the Lodger
Tamela Darnell, a nianagement consultant
and administrative assistant for the Small
Business Development Center at Murray
State
University, was named the
Administrative Person of the Year by the
Kentucky Small Business Administrative
Center. Darnell received the award from
State Director Becky Naugle at the state
conference in Lexington on Dec. 2.
"Daniell received the award, for dedication and outstanding service to the Kentucky
Small Business Development Center," said
Naugle. A graduate of Murray State, she
received her bachelor's degree in business
administration in 2008 and her MBA in
2012.
Chris Wooldridge, district director based
at Murray State, said two others in the dis-

trict also were recognized at the conference.
Lois Decker, center director in Owensboro,
was chosen as the Team Player of the Year
and was admitted to the Million Dollar Loan
Club for assisting entrepreneurs in obtaining
loans for their small businesses.
Brady Parks, a management consultant,
was noted for his $3 million in capital generated by assisting entrepreneurs to start or
expand their businesses.
"We are very proud of the dedication our
team demonstrates in serving the small business entrepreneurs in west Kentucky and
awards such as these proves that dedication," said Wooldridge
For information about these honors or
information about the Small Business
Development Center at Murray State, contact Chris Wooldridge at 270-809-2856.•
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Santa to be downtown
Santa Claus will be downtown Murray on the
courthouse lawn on Tuesday, Dec 22 and
Wednesday,Dec. 23 from noon until lpin. and
1:30-3:30 p.m. each day and Christmas Eve,
Thursday, Dec. 24 from 11:30-1:30 p.m.

Legion officers giving help
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American Legion Post No. 73, will be
Datebook available each Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. to
Martha
Finney Andrus, assist veterans and their families who need to
file VA claims at 310 Bee Creek Drive. No
Community
appointment is necessary and all are served on
editor
a first-come basis. For more information call.
Kennedy at 270-752-3333.

WKM fundraiser planned

Tameia Darnell

•

Holiday schedules at
Land Between the Lakes
Special to the Ledger
The Golden Pond Visitor Center and the Administrative Office at
Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area will have modified hours during the 2015 holiday season.
Golden Pond Visitor Center:
• Christmas Eve,Thursday, Dec. 24, open 9am-3pm
• Christmas Day, Friday, Dec. 25,closed
• New Year's Eve,Thursday, Dec. 31, open 9am-3pm
• New Year's Day, Friday, Jan. 1, 2016,closed
Administrative Office:
• Christmas Day, Friday, Dec. 25, closed
• New Year's Day, Friday, Jan. 1,2016,closed
The Elk & Bison Prairie, Wranglers Campground, and Turkey
Bay Off-Highway Vehicle Area and Trails remain open during the
holidays. "Call Before You Haul" at 270-924-2000 or visit
www.LandBetweenTheLakes.us and click on alerts to check for any
trail closures due to excessive wet weather conditions.
Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area manages more
than 170,000 acres in western Kentucky and Tennessee as part of
the U.S. Forest Service and the Department of Agriculture's public
lands program. Land Between the Lakes offers outdoor recreation,
lake access,land management,and environmental education to over
1.4 million visitors annually. The Friends of Land Between the
Lakes works in partnership with the Forest Service providing program services, funds development, and volunteer support.
To find more information about Land Between the Lakes, log on
to the official website at www.landbetweenthelakes.us or call tollfree at 1-800-LBL-7077 or local at 270-924-2000. For more information on the Friends of Land Between the Lakes, log on to
www.friendsoflbl.org. To subscribe to the official electronic
newsletter, send an email to LBLinfo@fs.fed.us. Land Between the
Lakes official Twitter accounts include @LBLScreechOwl,
@LBLNature, @LBLHomeplace, and @LandBtwnLakes, and
Pinterestwww.pinterest.com/Iblnra. Photos are available on Flickr
for downloading at https://www.flickr.com/photos/Iblkytn/sets.
USDA is an equal opportunity provider,employer, and lender.•

Actor and entertainer W.Earl Brown,a Murray native, will be performing at the Big Apple Cafe on Saturday, Dec. 26 at 8:30 p.m.
Admission is $5 per person with proceeds going to support West
KY Mentoring. Brown also plans to have other items for sale ,to
benefit the West KY Mentoring program. He will be performing
with local singer/songwriter "Johnny Mac." The public is invited to
attend.

William Carter Ryan

Greg and Mallory Ryan of Burlington, Kentucky, announce the
birth of their son, William Carter Ryan, born Oct. 28,2015 at 11:16
"Kentucky Certified Nursery Professionals"
p.m.
Open Monday - Saturday 9am - 5pm
He weighed 8 pounds and 13 ounces and measured 21 inches.
Grandparents are Mike and Lyn Ryan of Murray and great-grandHWY.641 N. MURRAY A
/
parents are Johnny and Carolyn Reagan, also of Murray.
as
II
270-753-1725
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Calloway County Health Department is offering the Freedom
from Smoking program. This program consists of eight sessions and
will be taught by an American Lung Association-trained facilitator
in a small group setting (limited to 20 people). Theyrograrn starts
on Tuesday, Jan. 5, 2016 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. each session at the
Center for Health and Wellness,Poplar Street. Call 270-753-3381 to
reserve a spot or for more information. The class is free of charge.

Winter Solstice service to be held
On Tuesday, Dec. 22 at 7 p.m., First Christian Church will have
a special worship service for those who are lonely, depressed, grieving or facing difficulties. A nursery will be provided.

Legion officers giving help
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans and their families who need to file VA claims
at 310 Bee Creek Drive. No appointment is necessary and all are
served on a first-come basis. For more information call, Kennedy at
270-752-3333.

Calloway schools calendar available
The 2016-17 draft calendars have been posted on the Calloway
County schools website, www.calloway1121y.us. Click "district
calendar" in the left navigation bar and a survey link has been posted on the district calendar page. All parents and staff are asked to
please take the survey. It will remain open until Thursday, Dec. 31.

4-H forms needed for banquet
The 4-H Award forms for the 4-H banquet will be accepted
through Tuesday, Dec. 22. The 4-H banquet will be Saturday, Jan.
23 at Westside Baptist Church. Reservations are due by Jan. 14,
2016. All youth and families are welcome and encouraged to attend.

Extension office closed for holiday
The UK Cooperative Extension Office will be closed from Friday,
Dec. 25 through Sunday, Jan. 3, 2016.

Cemetery seeking donations
Donations for the maintenance of North Pleasant Grove Cemetery
may be sent to Julia Cain, 2200 Erwin Road, Murray,KY 42071.

Need Line has issued a need for items for the Children's Weekend
Back-Pack Food program.Items needed are fruit cups,cereal boxes,
100 percent juice boxes, cereal/granola bars, cheese crackers, shelf
stable milk (8 oz. size), and small bags of pretzels. All items need
to be individual serving size. Need Line is located at 509 North
Eighth Street. For any questions, call 270-753-6333.

Alcoholics Anonymous lists schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 S. 12th St.,
Suite J, in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions Bank. All
meetings are non-smoking. The regular schedule is as follows:
Sunday - 1 p.m. open,8 p.m. closed, 12x12 study; Monday - noon,
open,6 p.m. closed, ladies' meeting; 8 p.m. open; Tuesday - noon,
open, 8 p.m. closed; Wednesday - 11 a.m. closed, 6 p.m. closedladies meeting, 8 p.m. open; Thursday - noon, open and 8 p.m.
Study of the Big Book, open; Friday - noon, open, 8 p.m. open,
newcomers meeting; Saturday - 10 a.m. open,8 p.m. open,speaker
meeting. Closed meetings are for people who think they have a
problem with alcohol and want to give it up. Open meetings are for
anyone who wants to attend an AA meeting. For information call
Bearl, 270-226-3971; Dwayne, 270-799-1065; Cindy, 270-4354111; or Lori, 270-799-1065.

CCPL holiday hours
The Calloway County Public Library will be closed Thursday,
Dec. 24 and Friday, Dec. 25 for Christmas. The library will close at
5 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 31 and will be closed on New Year's Day,
Jan. 1, 2016 and reopen Saturday, Jan. 2 from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.
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Jessie Lee Smith, 100, of Murray, Kentucky,
died at 5:15 a.m. Monday, Dec. 21, 2015 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was born June 8, 1915 in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky, to Charles Wheeler Clemmons Sr. and
Gaberiella Robertson Clemmons.
Mrs. Smith and her husband moved to Murray in
1951 and owned and operated Smith's Poultry
together until his retirement in 1980. She was a
member of First Baptist Church, Bethany Sunday
School Class, Be One Class (formerly Pairs &
Spares), W.M.U., Estelle Group and taught for
many years in the Primary Sunday School Department.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband James H.
"Smitty" Smith in 1994 and her son, Dr. Steve Smith in 1996.
Mrs. Smith is survived by her son, Larry Smith of Lebanon,
Tennessee; five grandchildren, Christopher Smith, Brentley Smith,
Shane Smith,Taylor Smith and Brandy Smith; two great-grandchildren,Elijah James Smith and Elliott Ryan Smith and special friends
and caregivers, Greg McNutt, Gary Vacca, Carolyn Hudson, Elaine
Renfroe, Marilyn Davis and Theresa Pierce.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday,Dec. 23,2015 at the
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Rev. Boyd Smith,
Greg McNutt, & Gary Vacca officiating. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 23,2015 at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.•
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Sunday traffic stop results
in multiple charges for pair
Staff Report
The
Calloway
County
Sheriff's Office conducted 'a
traffic stop on Hwy 641-North
Sunday night and discovered a
vehicle that was found to be
stolen out of Central City, Ky.
Upon stopping at the truck stop
on Hwy 641-North, the passenger fled on foot and was later
apprehended in the area. The
driver was identified as Shelby
Walker, 42, of Central City and
was charged with Driving Under
the Influen4 of Alcohol/Drugs
and ReceiMig Stolen Property
over $10,066.
CCSO identified the passenger
as Christopher Ewing, 29, of
Central City and he was charged
with Fleeing or Evading Police

2nd Degree and Receiving
Stolen Property over $10,000.
Both are currently lodged in the
Calloway County Detention
Center and the investigation is
ongoing in coordination with the
Central City Police Department.
The
Calloway
County
Sheriff's Office was assisted by
the Murray Police Department,
Murray State Public Safety and
the Calloway County Fire and
Rescue.
All persons are innocent until
proven guilty in a court of law.
Sheriff Steger would also like to
encourage anyone that witnesses
any unusual or possible criminal
activity to call the Sheriff's
Office at 270-753-3151 or utilize tips@callkyso.com.•

Auditor-elect names members of his management team
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Kentucky Auditor-elect Mike
Harmon has selected former state lawmaker Sara Beth Gregory as
general counsel for the auditor's office.
Gregory, who currently works as an attorney in Monticello, formerly served in the Kentucky House and Senate.
Her appointment was among several announced by Harmon, who
defeated Democratic incumbent Adam Edelen in the November
election.
Harmon says Alice Wilson will serve as assistant state auditor.
Wilson has more than 20 years of government auditing experience,
most recently serving as executive director of the Office of Audits
for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.
Ginger Wills will serve as Harmon's chief of staff. Her government experience includes a tenure at the state Department of
Agriculture.
Harmon says Michael Goins will serve as his communications
director.
Harmon takes office on Jan. 4.•

STOCK MARKET REPORT
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Investments Since 1854

JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger & Times

RECOGNIZING THE ROOTS: It may have been in the middle of a city, but this display captured Monday night shows how
the agricultural roots of Murray and Calloway County are still quite deep. This solitary International tractor is bathed in
Christmas lights, as is the surrounding wood fence to give the display, sponsored by Kenlake Foods of Murray, are true
Christmas feel.

From Front
That's a reminder to the public not
to ignore possible signs of heart trouble in hopes they're just indigestion,
said University of Pittsburgh emergency medicine specialist Dr. Clifton
Callaway, who wasn't involved in
Monday's study but praised it.
"Chest pain, shortness of breath those are things you should come in
the middle of the night to the emergency department and get checked
out," said Callaway, who chairs the
American Heart Association's emergency care committee. "We strongly
recommend you don't try to ride it out
at home."
Previous heart attacks, coronary
heart disease, and certain inherited
disorders that affect heartbeat all can
increase the risk of sudden cardiac
arrest. People known to be at high risk
may receive an implanted defibrillator
to shock the heart back into rhythm.
But cardiac arrest is such a public
health problem that the Institute of
Medicine last summer urged a national campaign to teach CPR, so more
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who were having recurrent symptoms. Their survival was 32 percent,
compered with 6 percent for other
patients. Partly thaws because a fifth of
those 911 callers had their cardiac
arrest in the ambulance on the way to
the hospital.
Stay tuned: The study is just the
start of more research to better predict
who is at highest risk for cardiac
west, and determine how to target
them without panicking people who'd
do fine with general heart di
treatment, Chugh cautioned.
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Air Products

symptom in the previous month, the
study found. For most, the symptoms
began within 24 hours of their collapse, although some came a week
before and a few up to a month. Chest
pain was most common in men,while
women were more likely to experience shortness of breath. Other symptoms included fainting and heart palpitations.
Chugh had no way to determine
symptom severity. But only 19 percent of patients called 911 about
symptoms, mostly people with
already diagnosed heart disease or

LEI6ER&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.

1..k.,
Oil

bystanders know how to help.
Monday's data from the Oregon
Sudden Unexpected Death Study
examined records for nearly 1,100
people ages 35 to 65 who suffered a
cardiac arrest between 2002 and
2012.
For about a quarter of patients,
researchers could find no information
about whether they experienced
symptoms - making it impossible to
say just how common warning signs
really are. • •
But of the remaining 839 patients,
half had evidence of at least one
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II KIDNAPPING...

II Beginning of a new TRADITION?...

From Front

From Front

other case in May of that year.
Foust opted not to set a final Retrial conference date in Speed's
caSe.

Speed is currently serving his
sentence at the Green River
Correctional
Complex
in
Muhlenberg County on charges of
arson arid theft by deception. He
has a condition attached where he
must serve at least 20 percent of
that sentence.
A Calloway County grand jury
indicted Speed in October 2014 for
the new case.. That indictment
ciatPs that in March of 2013, he
allegedly forcibly subjected another person to sexual contact and

caused harm to the victim by use
of a deadly weapon or dangerous
instrument. It also accuses Speed
of unlawfully restraining another
person. The kidnapping charge is a
Class B felony and ranks as the
most serious of the three charges;
Calloway
Assistant
Commonwealth Attorney Cirris
Hatfield did not elaborate on how
much additional prison time Speed
could have imposed,if convicted.
Hatfield and Speed's attorney,
Chen Riedel, both told Foust that
they are working on a possible
plea deal, but that was all they
would say in the matter.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty in a court of law.•

Travelers will find relief in western Kentucky work zones
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - Travelers on the Audubon and former
Pennyrile parkways will find some relief from work zone slowdowns.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet says work zone lane restrictions will come down Wednesday and remain off until Jan. 4. On
Interstate 69,or the former Pennyrile Parkway,the area affected is in
Hopkins. Webster and Henderson counties, running from mile point
37.7 to 73.4 and includes work at the new interchange with Kentucky
56 at Sebree. On the Audubon Parkway in Henderson County, the
work zone was being removed last week,running from mile point 0.0
to 8.5.•

800.599.8621 I www.peelholland.com
1712 Hwy. 121 North, Suite C

the park at about 5:30, asking people to move their cars out of the
park. Shortly after that, the gates
are going to be closed and, right at
6, we'll reopen the gates so the people can begin their trip through the
park."
Harlan said she has been keeping
an extra close eye on the weather
forecast, which is calling for a
slight chance of rain at about the
time tonight's event will be underway. She is suggesting that visitors
plan accordingly.
"We will be doing this rain or
shine so bring your umbrella," she
said, adding that offerings of nonperishable food items or cash will
continue to be accepted during
tonight's activity. "And that's been
very successful so far. We will continue having the lights on for
Christmas Eve and Christmas night
(through Dec. 31).
"I just think this is something that
will grow into a very popular thing
here. So many people have asked
about having the chance to walk
through it like this so we're going
to see how well it works."
In addition, Playhouse in the Park
Ledger & Times file photo
will grace the evening with the This is the kind of collection organizers of the annual Christmas in the Park/Festival of
singing of Christmas carols, as well Lights are hoping to amass during this week's final push to Christmas Day. However, donaas offering hot chocolate.•
tions of nonperishable food items will be accepted through New Year's Eve.

•US TROOPS killed near Bagram...
From Front

World-class in
your hometown.
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affairs at NATO's Resolute
Support base in the Afghan capital
deadliest fighting between the
Kabul, said in a statement.
Taliban and international combat
In Washington, White House
forces prior to the 2014 withdraw- press
secretary Josh Earnest said
al, adding weight to Pentagon pre- the nation's thoughts
and prayers
dictions that the insurgency is are with the victims, their families
gaining strength.
and their loved ones, and that the
The soldiers were targeted as U.S. will continue to work jointly
they moved through a village near with Afghans to promote peace
Bagrarn Airfield, the largest U.S. and stability in their country.
military facility in Afghanistan,
Secretary of Defense Ash
NATO and Afghan officials said. Carter in statement called the
The Taliban claimed responsibility. attack "a painful reminder of the
A U.S. official confirmed that dangers our troops face every day
six American troops were killed in Afghanistan."
and two wounded. An Afghan was
It was the deadliest attack on
also wounded. The official was not foreign troops in four months, On
authorized to discuss the incident Aug. 22, three American contracpublicly so spoke on condition of tors with the RS base were killed
anonymity.
in a suicide attack in Kabul. On
"Our heartfelt sympathies go Aug.7 and 8, Kabul was the scene
out to the families and friends of of three insurgent attacks within 24
those affected in this tragic inci- hours that left at least 35 people
dent,especially during this holiday dead. One of the attacks, on a U.S.
season," U.S. Army Brig. Gen. special operations forces base outWilliam Shoffner, head of public side Kabul, killed one U.S soldier

and eight Afghan civilian contrac- step of alerting Afghan President
tors.
Ashraf Ghani to the dire security
In the year since the interna- situation and requesting urgent
tional drawdown, the Taliban reinforcements through an open
insurgency
has
intensified. letter posted on Facebook on
Although the combat mission Sunday, saying that he had not
ended last year, around 9,800 U.S. been able to make contact through
troops and almost 4000 NATO other means.
"We had to take to social media
forces remain in Afghanistan.
They have a mandate to "train, to reach you as Helmand is falling
assist and advise" their Afghan into the hands of the enemy and it
counterparts, who are now effec- requires your immediate attentively fighting a battle-hardened tion," Rasulyar wrote in his
Facebook post to Ghani.
Taliban alone.
On Monday, Defense Ministry
Monday's attack came as
Taliban fighters and government spokesman Dawlat Waziri said
forces battled for control of a Afghan Army commandoes and
strategic district in the southern special forces had arrived in
province of Helmand after it was Sangin to push a counter-offenoverrun by insurgents, delivering a sive. He told reporters the Afghan
serious blow to the government's air force had conducted 160 comthinly spread and exhausted forces. bat and transport flights over
Mohammad Jan Rasulyar, Sangin in the past 48 hours.
Helmand is an important
Helmand's deputy governor, said
insurgents took control of Sangin Taliban base as it produces most of
the world's opium, a crop that
district late Sunday.
Rasulyar had taken the unusual helps fund the insurgency.•

Calloway County Health Department is offering
Freedom From Smoking program to help you gain
control and stop smoking. This program consists of8
sessions. The program will be taught by an American Lung
Association-trained facilitator in a small group setting
(limited to 20 people) using proven techniques.
WHO:

Smokers ages 18 or over who are ready
to quit smoking

WHEN:

Starts January 5, 2016 for 8 sessions
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. each session

WHERE:

Center for Health and Wellness
716 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071

HOW:

Call today 270-753-3381 to reserve your
spot or ask any questions.
to
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Pictured are hikers during the "First Day Hike' at Johnsonville State Historic Park in

OKLAHOMA CITY(AP) — A Florida man said Wednesday
plan has been approved to display in the Oklahoma Capitol rotund*:
a "Festivus Pole" based on a fictional holiday depicted in the male
lar 1990s sitcom "Seinfeld."
Chaz Stevens, of Jupiter, Florida, will display a "Festivus Pole ,
next Wednesday in the building's first-floor rotunda near an esialisti •
display of giant nutcrackers and a gift-laden sleigh.
Stevens said the pole pays homage both to gay rights and tlia
Seinfeld episode in which a character's quirky father describes a
holiday that includes feats of strength and the airing of grievance.,
The 6-foot-pole is wrapped in the colors of the gay pride rainboti
flag and topped with a disco ball.
Stevens said the original display first erected in Florida thr.ii
years ago was made of empty Pabst Blue Ribbon beer cans,but thia
year's pole has evolved to reflect the advance of gay rights.
January of 2015.
The approval of the pole in Oklahoma comes just months after the
state Supreme Court ruled that a permanent Ten Commandment*
monument had to be removed from the Capitol grounds.
‘.
"Out goes the Ten Commandments. In comes the gay pricli
Festivus pole," Stevens said. "It's a beautiful way to talk dont
2015."
."
Similar poles are expected to be put up in Florida, Georgia;
Illinois, Michigan and Washington, Stevens said. Applications alit
pending in at least two other states.
John Estus,a spokesman for the Oklahoma Office of Management
beauty of the state park's natural resources
and
Enterprise Services, the agency that oversees state buildinp4
with the comfort of an experienced guide so
they may be inspired to take advantage of said Stevens' application for a display was considered just like any
other.
.lts
these local treasures throughout the year.
the same thing as reserving space: You fill out a form, n'T
Located off U.S. Highway 70,
Johnsonville State Historic Park is named evaluated, and its approved or denied," Estus said. "This is no fki- :
for Military Governor Andrew Johnson. ferent than somebody standing with a sign in the rotunda."
:
In Arkansas, Secretary of State Mark Martin's office denied the:
This 600-acre park, on the eastern side of
Kentucky Lake,encompasses and overlooks request in a Dec.4 letter that cited several problems with the appli;
the site of the Battle of Johnsonville which cation, including failure to comply with trademark law and a lack or :
occurred, Nov. 4, 1864. Two large artillery specifics on how the pole Would be anchored.•
redoubts and other surviving fortifications
can be visited at the park.
For more information, call the park
Welcome Center at 931-535-2789, or visit
http://tnstateparks.com/parks/about/joh n sonville. II
•

'First Day Hike'to be held
at Johnsonville State Park
Special to the Ledger
NEW
JOHNSONVILLE, Tn.
Johnsonville State Historic Park will have a
guided New Year's Day "First Day Hike" on
Friday, Jan. 1, 2016 at 1 p.m. Inside the
park, follow the signs that say "1 p.m.
Hike" to meet Park Manager Jerry Wooten
at the trailhead. The hike will last two to
three hours and is scheduled to cover about
five miles of the historic Johnsonville Trail.
Hikers are encouraged to meet at the park
about 12:45p.m., dress for cold weather and
bring a light snack and plenty of water and
any additional clothing in a small backpack. The group will be on the lookout for
historic wonders and wildlife during the
afternoon hike.

According to the American Hiking
Society, First Day Hikes are part of a nationwide initiative led by America's state parks
to encourage people to get outdoors. On
New Year's Day, hundreds of free, guided
hikes will be organized in all 50 states. Kids
and adults all across America will be participating in First Day Hikes, getting their
hearts pumping and enjoying the beauty of a
state park. Last year nearly 28,000 people
rang in the New Year, collectively hiking
over 66,000 miles throughout the country.
First Day Hikes are led by knowledgeable
state park staff and volunteers. The distance
and rigor vary from park to park, but all
hikes aim to create a fun experience for the
whole family. People are invited to savor the

Tiny kitten rescued from
conveyor belt at recycling plant

Pope's comments on global warming top notable quotes
NEW HAVEN,Conn.(AP) — your damn emails." — Bernie gay. So, did something happen
Pope Francis comments that Sanders to Hillary Clinton, while they were in there?" —
human activity is mostly to Democratic presidential debate, Ben Carson, Republican presiblame for global warming top a Las Vegas, Oct. 13.
dential candidate, on whether
list of the most notable quotes of
3. "Everybody thought Hillary homosexuality is a choice,CNN
2015, as compiled by a Yale Clinton was unbeatable, right? "New Day" show, Mar.4.
Law School librarian who also But we put together a Benghazi
7. "These men and ly
eyeso
included •taviot-al sound bites speclafeoininkiee:a Select com- ask for equal dignity in
from the U.S. presidential cam- mittee. What are ,her numbers of the law. The Constitution
paign.
today?" — Congressman Kevin grants them that right." —
Fred Shapiro, an associate McCarthy, Fox News Network Justice Anthony Kennedy, U.S.
librarian at the law school, said "Hannity" show, Sept. 29.
Supreme Court opinion on gay
4. "Look at that face! Would marriage in Obergefell v.
the 10th annual "Yale Book of
Quotations" list of most notable anyone vote for that?" — Hodges,June 26.
8. "What, like with a cloth or
quotes, released Tuesday, does- Donald Trump on fellow
n't necessarily contain the most Republican presidential candi- something?" — Hillary Clinton,
"eloquent or admirable quota- date Carly Fiorina, quoted in response to a reporter's questions," but rather ones that were Rolling Stone magazine, Sept. tions about whether she wiped
her server, North Las Vegas,
chosen because they were 24.
5. "He's not a war hero.... He's Nevada, Aug. 18.
famous,important or particular9. "Three things happen when
ly revealing of the spirit of the a war hero because he was captured. I like people that weren't they (female scientists) are in
times.
Making the list is Vermont captured." — Donald Trump on the lab. You fall in love with
Sen. Bernie Sanders saying how John McCain, interview at them, they fall in love with you
"sick and tired" the American Family Leadership Summit, and when you criticize them,
they cry." — Nobel medicine
people are of hearing about the Ames,Iowa,July 18.
6."A lot of people who go into laureate rim Hunt, remarks at
emails of Hillary Clinton, his
rival in the Democratic presi- prison go into prison straight, World Conference of Science
and when they come out, they're Journalists, Seoul, South Korea,
dential race.
Donald Trump made the list
twice for disparaging comments
about fellow Republican presiety tistritas
dential candidate Carly Fiorina
and Arizona Sen. John McCain.
eat!
Trump's call for a ban on
To ALL OUR VAL
Eit$ & FRIENDS
Muslims entering the U.S. did
Bemis< ih xx.1 w ill ofthose we serve is the
not make the list, Shaprio said,
at this holiday
foundation of out success,irs a
because it was presented in a
time to say -Thank You"as w )ou a full year of
statement that referred to Trump
happiness and suctelts
in the third person and did not
lend itself to being quoted.
The yearly list is an Update to
the "Yale Book of Quotations,"
which was first published in
95 Si. Rt. 131. Mayfield
2006.
(270) 247 6658
The list:
indicate
1. "Scientific studies
that most global warming in
recent decades is due to the
great concentration of greenhouse gases ... released mainly
as a result of human activity." —
Pope Francis, "Laudato Si"
encyclical letter, June 18.
2. "The American people are
sick and tired of hearing about

quoted in The Guardian, June
10.
10. "He's,of course,one of the
real leaders on this team and he
earns it and he earns it with
respect from all of his teammates and that's the kind of
thing that inspires a football
team." — Dallas Cowboys
owner Jerry Jones on controversial player Greg Hardy, remarks
to reporters, East Rutherford,
New Jersey, Oct. 25.
•

GALT, Calif.(AP) — A worker at a Northern California recytcling center saved a tiny kitten from certain death when he spotted.
.t
the animal heading down a conveyor belt.
Tony Miranda tells television station KCRA that(http://bit.ly/INTvDoG )he was sorting recyclables Tuesday when
he found the pink-nosed, white-pawed cat between the debris and
scooped it up.
It's not clear how the kitten got in with the trash, but it may have
survived a ride in a dump truck before a tractor pushed it onto one
of two conveyer belts.
.
A call went out to employees of Cal-Waste Recovery Systems
that a baby cat had been discovered at the facility in Galt, a city
about 90 miles northeast of San Francisco.
Another plant worker decided to adopt the kitten and named it
Murphy.
•

wishes everyone a
Merry Christmas
of Murray
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GIRLS BASKETBALL: MURRAY BANK HARDWOOD CLASSIC

Lady Lakers rally in second half, top Lady Cougars
By JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor
Calloway County overcame a
10-point halftime deficit to post
a 47-44 victory against McLean
County in the quarterfinals of the
Murray Bank Hardwood Classic
on Monday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Eighth-grade forward Charlee
Settle led the Lady Lakers with
game highs in points (19), rebounds (nine) and steals (three).
She sparked a 21-5 third-quarter
run with 12 points on 5 of6 shooting in the period that helped CCHS
grab a six-point(37-31)lead with 8
, minutes remaining.
"Even being down by 10 points,
I thought we just missed some
shots and some free throws in the
first half that would have made it a

MURRAY MAK MAMMON CLANK
lisnity's NNW
At .1019rey 9,ummulma

CALLOWAY COUNTY 47, MeLEAN COUNTY 44

NOMA COUNTY 14-3): Jade Fuikerson 2-2 0-0 4, Men* Misr440-1 10,10eilln/qv 0-1 0-0
Naves Mgood 2-2 2-2 7. Sarah King 2-6 8-10 12, Hadley Rice 1-7 0-0 3,1161Inny Merton 2-10 3-4
8. Totals: 13-36(36.1%) 13-17(76.5%)44.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (3-5) Keell Puckett 0-3 4-4 4, Megsn Greer 5-9 24 13, Aid Spam 1-1 0-0 7,
PAM FrItts 1-30-4 2,Abc4 Hornbuckle 2-5 0-2 4, Charles Settle 7-11 3-719, Chitty Roes 1-2 1-2 3.
MOW 17-34(50.0%) 10-27(37.0%)47
Mann County
16 11 5 13 - 44
gibtray County
7 9 71 10 - 47
$401117 90ALS: McLean County 5-20 (tAllier 2-4, Algood 1-1, Patterson 3-4, Moe 1-7,040-4);
CINOWIN County 3-8 (Settle 2-3, Greer 1-3, liortibuckie 0-1, Roo 0-1). NIMMINOM MOWN COM*
22(Manor 5,Ayer 4, King 4, TEAM 3, Miller 2, Patterson 2,
39
6e 9,TEAMS, Greer 3, Filtts 3, Puckett 2, Ross 2, Nombuckle=LIMI
Cei
gaillisen
County 25 (Miller, Patterson), Calloway County 14(none)lECNNICAFU:OUMats
County 7 (Miller 2, Ayer 2, King 2, Patterson), Calloway County 5 PM*3,'Walk 1111101103113BLOCKED SNOTS: McLean County 1 fAgeo, Calloway County 0. WMIMM- McLain Comity 11;
Calloway County 12

different verdict at halftime," Calloway County head coach Valerie
Waller said."Our team never quits.
They are used to playing from behind, which doesn't seem to bother
them. Hopefully, were starting to
learn what it is like to win."

The Lady Lakers (3-5), who began this season with losses in their
first five games, are currently on
a three-game winning streak. The
Lady Cougars fell to 4-3 this season.
Waller said Settle was excited

ARE

to play against McLean County,
where she lived before moving
here shortly after her father, Tres,
became the superintendent of the
Calloway County School District.
"She wanted to show them what
she could do," Waller said. "The
McLean County players are her
former classmates and teammates."
Waller said the CCHS players
and coaches are gaining confidence.
"We're starting to believe in
ourselves and our mentality has
changed," Waller said."Ever since
we got that first W. our players became hungry to win. I think we're
becoming a team that is learning
to play with each other. Even the
coaching staff is learning different
rotations of Mayers to out on the

Calloway
County's
Megan Greer
attempts a
shot against
McLean
County's
Jillian Harper
during the
quarterfinals
of the Murray
Bank Hardwood Classic
on Monday
at Jeffrey
Gymnasium,
Greer had 13
points in the
Lady Lakers'
47-44 win.
DONNIE
PASCHALL /
Ledger & Times

•See Page 9A

BOYS BASKETBALL: MURRAY BANK HOLIDAY CLASSIC
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Murray Bank
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murrry Bank
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•
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Coun

v Murray Bank
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y New England
$1' Jets
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:•
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Jacksonville
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Tigers win,Ulcers lose on Day1 !La
MHS uses
team effort
to hold off
Barren
County

CCHS falls to Ballard
Memorial despite 20
points from Price

By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
Up by merely five points with
36.2 seconds to go, no one knew
how easily a game could change
faster than Murray High.
With a win in doubt, Duane
Curtis did something,that no other Tiger was able to do on-Monday night. He made two consecutive free throws to put a 56-49
victory in hand.
Murray High also finally saw
the Tre Hornbuckle they've been
waiting all season and it couldn't
have come at a better time. Facing previously undefeated Barren County, which is expected
to compete heavily in Region 4.
the Tigers recorded their most
respectable victory of the season
to date Monday in the Murray
Bank Holiday Classic at Taylor
Gymnasium.
Hornbuckle played like a
beast inside, scoring 13 points
and adding seven rebounds to
lead MHS in each category.
Murray High head coach
Bart Flener said the Tigers made
plays at the right time.
"I'm just glad that we made
plays as we needed to make
them, especially on defense. I
thought we did a really good job
in the fourth quarter, defensively, to hold off a really good Barren County team," Flener said.
"They have two senior guards
that are super sharp. (Nick)
Mabe had 32 points his last game
and (Wade)Coomer was averaging 18 points. They both handle
it well. While it wasn't the night
to press. tonight may be the time
to go and get after Ballard Memorial. We want to see if we can
III See Page 9A

driving scoop capped off an 8-0
run that led to a 23-15 lead heading into the second frame. Price
As the story has been all cooled off, eventually, but his
season long, it was much of the tantalizing first-quarter aggressame for the Calloway County sion was something the Lakers
Lakers against Ballard Memori- are going to need more of headal on Monday night in the open- ing forward.
ing game of the Murray Bank
"The only thing with Kamden
Holiday Classic
the Lakers is his woes from the foul line.
allowed too many runs.
He's got to make free throws.
Despite a career-high 20 He's an excellent player and
points from Kamden Price, a shooter, but even as a team we're
16-point 12-rebound perfor- missing half our free throws. It's
mance from Peyton Johnson and a lack of foces'and we've got to
11 points from Logan Eastwood, have guys put in some extra time
CCHS simply had no answer for after practice and before pracKeagan Cooper.
tice until we get that corrected.
Cooper was a flamethrower We left at least eight points at
from start-to-finish, pouring in the line and that hurt our chances
30 points in three quarters as late,- Birdsong said.
the Bombers overcame an earJust when the Lakers were
ly 10-point deficit to defeat the beginning to look comfortable,
Lakers 74-65 and dropped them the Bombers made a 6-0 run to
to 3-4 this season.
start the second quarter before
"We gave up way too many Price scored two quick buckets
runs. Even the games we've in transition to take advantage of
won, we'll go on a 6-0 run then a soft Bomber defense.
we give up an 8-0 run. We have
Darnell's 3 put the Lakers'
to re-establish ourselves after lead at 31-21 to cap their secthat happens," Calloway County ond 8-0 run. The 10-point lead
head coach Terry Birdsong said. would be their largest and, one
"(Ballard Memorial) finished of their last.
the half on an 11-4 run there
From that point forward, it
and cut it to two after we were was the Cooper show. He turned
up eight or nine points. We just Taylor Gymnasium into his playcouldn't sustain it," Birdsong ground,scoring a buzzer-beating
said. "We had too many live 3 at the half in the course of reelturnovers, missed a couple of ing the next 21 Ballard Memorishots we should have made, ran al points on a 21-6 run that exa nice out-of-bounds play we tended into the third quarter.
couldn't finish. The little things
Cooper's scoring stopped
just add up.at 30 in the fourth quarter but,
Before the Lakers' second more importantly, the Bombers
half collapse, they used the had their first lead. He nailed
3-point line as their confiding three 3-pointers, muscled his
strategy. Calloway County made way to the rim and pulled up
five 3-pointers in the first 8 min- from 15 feet when none of those
utes alone, with Johnson respon- options were available. The Laksible for three of them on nine ers' defense tried everything to
first quarter points.
shut him down but to no avail.
Clinging to a one-point lead
"We came out in the third
in the early moments, Johnson quarter and we were flat. They
and Jeremy Darnell drained
back to back 3's before Price's
•See Page 9A
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Tre Hornbuckle grabs a rebound against Barren County during the Murray Bank
Holiday Classic on Monday at Taylor Gymnasium.

NCAA FOOTBALL: MIAMI BEACH BOWL

Western Kentucky surprises South Florida in fourth quarter
The Associated Press
MIAMI - Brandon Doughty's final game at Western Kentucky perfectly
epitomized his career with the Hilltoppers, with a slow start followed by a record-setting finish.
Doughty threw for 461 yards and
three touchdowns, and No. 25 Western
Kentucky overcame an early 14-point
deficit to beat South Flcrrida 45-35 in
the Miami Beach Bowl on Monday.
Doughty finished the season with
5,055 yards for the Hilltoppers (12-2),
the 14th time in FBS history that a quarterback has reached the 5,000 mark. His
six-year career at the school -- it took
him three to become the starter - ended
with these numbers: 14)23 completions.
12,855 yards and I 1 1 touchdowns.
"It's been a heck of a run," Doughty

said just before hoisting the bowl trophy.
He was probably even better than
Willie Taggart thought he would be
when he signed him in 2010. Taggart was Doughty's coach for his first
game and the opposing coach for his
last, and his Bulls (8-5) nearly stole
the show from Doughty with a pair
of fourth-quarter touchdowns that got
them to 38-35.
But Anthony Wales' second touchdown of the day, a 42-yard scamper
with 5:05 left, helped seal it for the
Hilltoppers. Nicholas Norris hauled in
touchdown passes of 69'and 55 yards
in the third quarter for Western Kentucky, and Jared Dangerfield made a
highlight-caliber 26-yard TD catch over
three defenders to cap a 28-point third
quarter'for the Hilltoppers.

"Brandon is a great quarterback,"
Taggart said. "Not only did he do it
against us, he did it against everybody."
Quinton Flowers rushed for two
touchdowns and threw for another for
USF (8-5), finishing with 273 yards
passing and 108 more on the ground.
Marion Mack rushed for another 108
for the Bulls, who were in a bowl for the
first time since 2010 and rewarded Taggart with a three-year extension through
2020,earlier in the day.
"I believe in Coach T," Flowers said.
"He believes.in me and he believes in
this team."
USF lost for just the second time in
its last nine games.The Bulls'597 yards
of offense was the program's most ever
against an FBS opponent, topped only
by 745 against Florida A&M in 2011.
"We came up short, but the future is

bright for USF football," Taggart said.
Down 14-0 before finally getting on
the scoreboard on Wales' touchdown
run, the Hilltoppers - who put up 612
yards in a game that featured 1,209
yards of offense - seemed poised to
tie the game in the second quarter after
driving to the South Florida 6.
And then they punted.
That's right, they punted, after having first-and-goal.
Another year, another oddity in a
bowl game for Western Kentucky. Last
year the Hilltoppers won the Bahamas
Bowl despite giving up five straight
touchdowns to Central Michigan including a three-lateral, 75-yarder as
time expired,escaping with a 49-48 win
only after the Chippewas' 2-point conversion try failed.
This year's 'what-was-that?' mo-

ment for the Hilltoppers was having
a 4th-and-goal from the 38. Doughty
completed five consecutive passes for
69 yards on the drive, getting his team
to the USF 6. A first-and-goal rush for
no gain was followed by an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty,and then sacks
of 7 and 10 yards on second and third
down,and that led to the punt.
"We definitely do try to play an exciting brand of football," WKU coach
Jeff Brotun said.
WKU got a field goal as the half expired to pull to 14-10, and then Doughty found Norris for the first of their two
long third-quarter touchdown connections to put the Hilltoppers on top for
good.
And after D'Ernest Johnson conIII See Page liA
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GIRLS BASKETBALL:TRADITIONAL BANK HOLIDAY CLASSIC

Lady Tigers bounce back with victory
Staff Report

elle Turner and the Murray High
Lady Tigers were at risk of two
o_straight losses and an early exit
.nin the Traditional Bank Holiday
„Classic.
„,

Thanks to a timely 12-2 run
to close the half and three con-

their lone contest of the season
on Sunday against mason County.
"We got off to a lackadaisical
start defensively, giving up 16
in first quarter. That is way too
many for girls basketball,but we
allowed just 19 n the three quarters after that. I think we had a
good pep talk after that first and
Lily's free throws after getting
fouled on a three really gave us a

,secutive free-throw makes from

boost," Turner said.

..1-„Lily Ramey, Murray High prevailed 45-35 over South Warren

It ws Ramey's only three
points of the game, contributing

,,Spartans on Monday afternoon.
,The Lady Tigers improved to

to the 15 of 17 shooting for Murray High from the line.

7-1 on the season after dropping

Maddie Waldrop continued

with 21 points, but was limited
to just four in the second half af-

From Page 8

ter the Tigers started closing out
and boxing out defensive assign-

• heat them up a little bit."

ments.

Meanwhile, the rest of the
scoring

for

pleasantly

the

Tigers

was

even. Preston

With 15 lead changes

in the

contest, it was a sea-saw match

En-

all the way up until the final

glish chipped in 9 points, Ethan

stanza. Boone hit two of his

Clark put in 11 points and James

three's in the first six minutes,

, Boone hit three crucial three

both from the right corner, but

;pointers for 10 points, but it was

blocking fouls plagued the Ti-

.Curtis foul shots that stood out

gers from gaining a competi-

iomore than anything. The Tigers

tive edge as Wade Coomer (12

walked away victorious, but if
,-they are going to make as much

points) banked in a 30-footer to
give the Trojans a 18-16 lead at

__regional noise as predicted in

the end of one quarter.

1,;:the preseason, they'll have to do

However, one luck y shot

lato better at the free throw line;
much better. The Tigers shot

deserved another. After a slow

7-20 overall from the charity

start to the quarter for the Tigers, Boone was able to pay the

Dffitripe and missed five near the
_vend of the game that could have

damage right back at the second
quarter buzzer to cap off a late

!,•Aeakd the contest earlier than it

6-0 run to reverse a 5-point deficit into a 32-31 lead at the half.

"I'm trying to figure out
-if they'll let us shoot our free
throws from the three-point line

Making only 3 of 11 first half
free throws, the Tigers relied on
swift ball movement to open up

E•pr not. I think we could back up

Hornbuckle for post looks and
everyone else for three-point

r tall the way to the arc. I don't
nitnow if they'll let us shoot outt,side the arc, it's something we'll
zigheck on tomorrow," Flener
gjoked.
"I almost want them to just
.icatch and shoot it. We're workc,ing. We're pursuing championships with a vengeance but
we know we have to make free
-throws to win championships.
We're getting to the line; we're
0
- 'just not cashing them in."
" What the Tigers were able to
• - cash in, they cashed in bountifully. Murray High shot much
better from the three-point line
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Calloway
County's
Megan Greer
attempts a
shot against
McLean
County's
Jillian Harper
during the
quarterfinals
of the Murray
Bank Hardwood Classic
on Monday
at Jeffrey
Gymnasium,
Greer had 18
points in the
Lady Lakers'
47-44 win.
DONNIE
PASCHALL /
Ledger & Times

at 9 of 20 on the night.
Gavin Driver led the Trojans

looks.
"We moved the ball really
well. Our three's were mostly
good looks because of rotation
passes. James made a huge one
at the end of the first half and
I was really proud of our guys

her resurgence with eight points
and six rebounds, Lex Mayes
contributed seven points and
six rebounds, Brittany Lawson
drained two huge three pointers
for six points on the night and
Alexis Burpo added six points
as well, but it was Macey Turley's performance that stole the
show.Turley bounced back from
a tough game Sunday to post 15
points and 5 rebounds in 32 minutes of play with only 1 turnover
as the point guard.
"Anyone who knows our
team and Macey knows the importance of her being on the
floor. To be able to handle the

down low. Being able to-61041
the ball inside to Tre`operts
things up a lot for our team,"
Flener said.
The second half played to an
entirely different pace than Tiger fans have been accustomed
to over the last few years. With
both clubs combining for 14
points in the third quarter, Murray High took advantage of a
revamped half court defense instead of the usual full court trap.
"We're a little bigger this year
all around, Flener said."Our rotation is a little more limited this
year with nine guys. When we
press some teams, they've been
able to break it. We feel like
we're much better in the half
court defensively this year. At
times, we just want to sit down
in the half court and make it hard
for them to score. We kept them
in front tonight and made it really hard for them to get what they
wanted."
Tied at 37 in the final minute
of the third frame,it was the defense of Jumonte McClure that
arguably synergized the Tigers
from that point forward. McClure's defensive hustle lead to
a block and a steal that lead to
Clark's three in transition to give
the Tigers a 40-37 lead heading
into the fourth quarter. They

SAME
CHANNELS.
LESS
MONEY.

ball like that against a really
athletic team showed just how
crucial she is to our success,"
Turner said.
The Lady Tigers will play undefeated Lincoln County (6-0)
today at 2 p.m. in hopes of advancing in the Lexington Catholic Tournament.
"They're very talented,"
Turner said.
"They're well coached and
so talented. It's our fourth game
and four days we may have had
to play harder than they did today but this is why we came
here. This is why we play."

1-8A the 40fini

'war

"His length'11'really good.
He was able to challenge them
defensively. He got a huge block
and steal in transition and he was
able to give us big minutes off
the bench with aggressive play,"
Flener said.
English and Curtis connected
on back to back three's to give
the Tigers the largest lead of the
night at 46-40 before using the
final 3:06 to drain the clock. Barren County elected not to foul
and they paid the price. Clark
hopped over a defender to finish
a dish from Hombuckle before
feeding Clark on a fast break to
keep the lead at two possessions
with a minute to go. After two
Tiger misses from the line, Curtis gave them enough breathing
room at 54-47 with 34.2 seconds
left to hold on for the win. The
Tigers have no time for celebration as they continue to host the
Murray Bank Christmas Classic
tonight at 7:30 p.m. against Ballard Memorial.
"That's a team that will run
with us," Flener said."We might
press a little more and run up
and down some. It's really all
about matchups. We have some
teams and we feel like pressure.
will work." U

Lakers...
From Page II
wait on a 641 IUD and get up
by four sad we're playing from
behind from that pit on,"
Birdsong said.
"We saw Ctopir dm other
night against Graves County
and he had 35 points. He did
it tonight in a close game, after Graves was up big when be
did his scoring. We tried everything on him tonight. We tried
face guarding him,we doubled
him; we did everything. lb
give their guy credit, Cooper
was drawing so much ofour attention that the post guys were
putting shots back in the fourth
quarter when he wasn't scoring
any more."
Cooper's outburst was good
enough to preserve Ballard's
49-46 lead heading into the
fourth quarter. The four other
starters would all put fourth
major contributions in the final portion of the contest,
each ending up in double digit
scoring figures. Jamarrion Williams,
Tyler Wray and Zach Parsons combined for 19 of the 25
fourth-quarter points for Ballard Memorial, while the Lakers were never able to sustain
their first quarter hot streak.
Parsons, a 6-foot-6 center,
drove inside for a five-point
lead before Williams polished
off a three to give the Bombers
a 56-48 lead.
With plenty of steal opportunities in the second half, the
Lakers ended up turning most
of them right back over. After
two trips to the free throw line,
Parsons spun on a post move
for a 61-49 lead, followed by
Wray free throws to virtually
wrap up a Ballard Memorial
(4-3) victory with less than 3
minutes on the timer. Though

milk
DONNE PASCHALL/
The Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Kamden Price attempts a shot
against Ballard Memorial on
Monday at Taylor Gymnasium.
the Lakers dropped to 3-4 on
the season, they have no time
to hang their hats on what
could have been done differently. For now,all they seek is

consistency.
They'll continue their
search today at 12 p.m. as they
take on Crittenden County before facing Barren County at
6 p.m. in the final day of the
Murray Bank Holiday Classic.
"I told the guys to get off
their feet. It's really going to
be a battle of attrition. It's all
about depth. Hopefully we
can get some more guys in
the rotation and get other guys
some breaks against Crittenden. Sometimes we play three
games in one day. It's a mindset and you've just got to get
through it," Birdsong said. II

Lady Cougars, hit two free
throws for a 31-all tie, but
From Page 8
Greer broke that deadlock with
a free throw of her own as the
court in certain situations."
Lady Lakers took the lead for
The Lady Cougars led 26- good.
16 at the break, but went the
Settle closed the third
first 4 minutes, 25 seconds of quarter with a putback and
the third quarter before making right-corner 3-pointer to give
a second-half field goal.
Calloway County some sepaSettle drained her first of ration.
two 3-pointers in the third
The Lady Lakers held on
iniarter just 60 seconds into the during the fourth quarter desecond half to spark the Lady spite some shaky free-throw
Lakers' comeback and trim shooting. Keeli Puckett scored
McLean County's lead to 26- all four of her points at the free19.
throw line in the fourth quarter,
After a free throw from Ch- when Calloway County went 4
asity Ross, Alicia Hombuckle of 11 at the charity stripe.
drove for a layup to cut CalloHadley Rice drained Mcway County's deficit to 26-22. Lean County's only 3-pointA Whitney Patterson free
er of the second half with
throw was the only point the 3:40 left as the Lady Cougars
Lady Cougars generated during were down 41-38. But two
their third-quarter shooting fourth-quarter baskets from
slump. McLean County, which Greer and another from Settle
went 1 of 5 from the floor in were enough for CCHS to sethe period, made 36 percent cure its victory.
(13 of 36) of its field goals in
There were three other quarthe game.
terfinal games played at JefThe Lady Lakers, who were frey Gymnasium on Monday.
aided by 50 percent (17 of 34) Henry County, Tenn., routed
shooting from the field, re- Paducah Tilghman 66-29. Meceived 13 points from Megan ade County defeated UniverGreer on 5 of 9 shooting while sity Heights Academy 70-29.
Settle made 7 of 11 shots from Edmonson County turned back
the field.
Carlisle County 55-47.
Greer drove for a layup
Four tournament games
about midway through the will be played today. Paducah
third quarter as Calloway Tilghman faces University
County trailed 27-25. A base- Heights Academy at 3 p.m.and
line jumper and layup from Carlisle County meets McLean
Settle allowed the Lady takers County at 4:45 p.m. in consoto tie the contest at 27 and 29 lation semifinal games. Henry
before CCHS took its first lead County,Tenn.,takes on Meade
(31-29) on another layup from County at 6 p.m. and Calloher.
way County hosts Edmonson
Sarah King, who scored County at 7:30 p.m. in chama team-high 12 points for the pionship semifinal games.

II Lady Lakers...
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'•From Page 8
ntfiected with Tyre McCants to get

'the Bulls within 24-21, Doughhelped WKU answer with a
!'score — throwing a key block
°Ion Nacarius Fant's 9-yard double-reverse scoring run late in
'The third.
IL With USF still down 10 with 3
minutes left, Flowers overthrew
^A.J. Legree on fourth down from
the Hilltoppen 39 and Western
:Kentucky could finally exhale.
"It was a great way to finBrolun said."We knew this
would be a tough opponent ...
'ind we knew we would have to
.-play well. These are the type of
lames you want to play in."
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GIRLS BASKETBALL: MURRAY BANK HARDWOOD CLASSIC

Lady Lakers rally in second half, top Lady Cougars
By JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor

MURRAY SANE NAINWOOSO CLASSIC
likerley'e Neste
Al *Jew egnewliten

Calloway County overcame a
CALLOWAY COUNTY 47,licLEAN COUNTY 44
MEAN COUNTY (4-3): Jude Newest* 2-2 0-0 4, Middle Ilk%440-1 10,10rstle Peer 0.1 0-0 0,
10-point halftime deficit to post
In Algoorl 2-2 2-2 7, Swab Wng 2-6 8-10 12, Healey Rice 1-7 0-0 3,Velem Palermo 2-10 3-4
a 47-44 victory against McLean
IL Weis 13-36(36.1%) 13-17(78.5%) 44.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (3-6) Keell Puckett 0-3 4-6 4, Mew Grew 5-9 24 13, Jed Sown 1-1 0-0 2,
County in the quarterfinals of the
MN Fritts 1-3 0-4 2, Alicia Hornbuclde 2-5 0-2 4, Charles Settle 7-11 3-7 19, Cheney Rose 1-2 1-2 3.
mot
Murray Bank Hardwood Classic
17-34(50.0%) 10.27(37.0%)47
15 11 6 13 - 14
MAN Cowie
on Monday night at Jeffrey Gym7 Lin -71,4- 47;
1-4,
Patterson
1-1,
Mgood
AlSWAM McLean County s-zo(Mew 2-4,
"
nasium.
Pourity •
47"
Calloway County 3-8 (Settle 2-3, Greer 1-3, ilondeside 0-1, Rose 0-1). MOM& likieen
Eighth-grade forward Chance
22(Rawson 5. Ayer 4, King 4,TEAM 3, Mir 2,Peewees 2,Np/se, Rioe)- CalieweLCowilly 213
Ile 9. TEAM 6, Greer 3, Frets 3, MacNeil 2,Mee 2, HornblitiSW T0MILS FORM
=McLain
ir
Settle led the Lady Lakers with
McLean
Ciesity 14(acne. TECNNICAL FOULS: Nona.
County 25(Wier, Patterson),
ett, Itemise:Wet
Cowls
3,
game highs in points (19), reCounty 7 (Mittel' 2, Ayer 2. King 2,
11;
County
Nam
k
I
N
E
k
c
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P
111=
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low*
P
=
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1
BLOCE13) SHOTS: McLean County
bounds (nine) and steals (three).
Calloway County 12.
She sparked a 21-5 third-quarter
run with 12 points on 5 of 6 shooting in the period that helped CCHS different verdict at halftime," CalThe Lady Lakers (3-5), who begrab a six-point(37-31) lead with 8 loway County head coach Valerie gan this season with losses in their
minutes remaining.
Waller said."Our team never quits. first five games, are currently on
"Even being down by 10 points, They are used to playing from be- a three-game winning streak. The
I thought we just missed some 'hind, which doesn't seem to bother Lady Cougars fell to 4-3 this seashots and some free throws in the them. Hopefully, were starting to son.
Waller said Settle was excited
first half that would have made it a learn what it is like to win."

to play against McLean County,
where she lived before moving
here shortly after her father, Tres,
became the superintendent of the
Calloway County School District.
"She wanted to show them what
she could do," Waller said. "The
McLean County players are her
former classmates and teammates."
Waller said the CCHS players
and coaches are gaining confidence.
"We're starting to believe in
ourselves and our mentality has
changed," Waller said. "Ever since
we got that first W,our players became hungry to win. 1 think we're
becoming a team that is learning
to play with each other. Even the
coaching staff is learning different
rotations of players to put on the

Calloway
County's
Megan Greer
attempts a
shot against
McLean
County's
Jillian Harper
during the
quarterfinals
of the Murray
Bank Hardwood Classic
on Monday
at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Greer had 13
points in the
Lady Lakers'
47-44 win.
DONNIE
PASCHALL
Ledger & Times

III See Page 9A
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BOYS BASKETBALL: MURRAY BANK HOLIDAY CLASSIC

Tigers win,!makers lose on Day1
CCHS falls to Ballard
Memorial despite 20
points from Price

MHS uses
team effort
to hold off
Barren
County
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
Up by merely five points with
36.2 seconds to go, no one knew
how easily a game could change
faster than Murray High.
With a win in doubt, Duane
Curtis did something that no other Tiger was able to do ori'Monday night. He made two consecutive free throws to put a 56-49
victory in hand.
Murray High also finally saw
the Tre Hornbuckle they've been
waiting all season and it couldn't
have come at a better time. Facing previously undefeated Barren County, which is expected
to compete heavily in Region 4,
the Tigers recorded their most
respectable victory of the season
to date Monday in the Murray
Bank Holiday Classic at Taylor
Gymnasium.
Hornbuckle played like a
beast inside, scoring 13 points
and adding seven rebounds to
lead MHS in each category.
Murray High head coach
Bart Flener said the Tigers made
plays at the right time.
"I'm just glad that we made
plays as we needed to make
them, especially' on defense. I
thought we did a really good job
in the fourth quarter, defensively, to hold off a really good Barren County team," Flener said.
"They have two senior guards
that are super sharp. (Nick)
Mabe had 32 points his last game
and (Wade)Coomer was averaging 18 points. They both handle
it well. While it wasn't the night
to press, tonight may be the time
to go and get after Ballard Memorial. We want to see if we can
IN See Page 9A

driving scoop capped off an 8-0
run that led to a 23-15 lead heading into the second frame. Price
As the story has been all cooled off, eventually, but his
season long, it was much of the tantalizing first-quarter aggressame for the Calloway County sion was something the Lakers
Lakers against Ballard Memori- are going to need more of headal on Monday night in the open- ing forward.
ing game of the Murray Bank
"The only thing with Kamden
Holiday Classic ... the Lakers is his woes from the foul line.
allowed too many runs.
He's got to make free throws.
Despite a career-high 20 He's an excellent player and
points from Kamden Price, a shooter, but even as a team we're
16-point 12-rebound perfor- missing half our free throws. It's
mance from Peyton Johnson and a lack of focevand we've got to
11 points from Logan Eastwood, have guys put in some extra time
CCHS simply had no answer for after practice and before pracKeagan Cooper.
tice until we get that corrected.
Cooper was a flamethrower We left at least eight points at
from start-to-finish, pouring in the line and that hurt our chances
30 points in three quarters as late," Birdsong said.
the Bombers overcame an earJust when the Lakers were
ly 10-point deficit to defeat the beginning to look comfortable,
!Akers 74-65 and dropped them the Bombers made a 6-0 run to
to 3-4 this season.
start the second quarter before
"We gave up way too many Price scored two quick buckets
runs. Even the games we've in transition to take advantage of
won, we'll go on a 6-0 run then a soft Bomber defense.
we give up an 8-0 run. We have
Darnell's 3 put the Lakers'
to re-establish ourselves after lead at 31-21 to cap their secthat happens," Calloway County ond 8-0 run. The 10-point lead
head coach Terry Birdsong said. would be their largest and, one
"(Ballard Memorial) finished of their last.
the half on an 11-4 run there
From that point forward, it
and cut it to two after we were was the Cooper show. He turned
up eight or nine points. We just Taylor Gymnasium into his playcouldn't sustain it," Birdsong ground,scoring a buzzer-beating
said. "We had too many live 3 at the half in the course of reelturnovers, missed a couple of ing the next 21 Ballard Memorishots we should have made, ran al points on a 21-6 run that exa nice out-of-bounds play we tended into the third quarter.
couldn't finish. The little things
Cooper's scoring stopped
just add up."
at 30 in the fourth quarter but,
Before the Lakers' second more importantly, the Bombers
half collapse, they used the had their first lead. He nailed
3-point line as their confiding three 3-pointers, muscled his
strategy. Calloway County made way to the rim and pulled up
five 3-pointers in the first 8 min- from 15 feet when none of those
utes alone, with Johnson respon- options were available. The Laksible for three of them on nine ers' defense tried everything to
first quarter points.
shut him down but to no avail.
Clinging to a one-point lead
"We came out in the third
in the early moments, Johnson quarter and we were flat. They
and Jeremy Darnell drained
back to back 3's before Price's
•See Page 9A
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Tre Hornbuckle grabs a rebound against Barren County during the Murray Bank
Holiday Classic on Monday at Taylor Gymnasium.

NCAA FOOTBALL: MIAMI BEACH BOWL

Western Kentucky surprises South Florida in fourth quarter
said just before hoisting the bowl trophy.
He was probably even better than
MIAMI - Brandon Doughty's final game at Western Kentucky perfectly Willie Taggart thought he would be
epitomized his career with the Hilltop- when he signed him in 2010. Tagpers, with a slow start followed by a re- gart was Doughty's coach for his first
game and the opposing coach for his
cord-setting finish.
Doughty threw for 461 yards and last, and his Bulls (8-5) nearly stole
three touchdowns, and No. 25 Western the show from Doughty with a pair
Kentucky overcame an early 14-point of fourth-quarter touchdowns that got
deficit to beat South Florida 45-35 in them to 38-35.
But Anthony Wales' second touchthe Miami Beach Bowl on Monday.
Doughty finished the season with down of the day, a 42-yard scamper
5,055 yards for the Hilltoppers (12-2), with 5:05 left, helped seal it for the
the 14th time in FBS history that a quar- Hilltoppers. Nicholas Norris hauled in
terback has reached the 5,000 mark. His touchdown passes of 69'and 55 yards
six-year career at the school - it took in the third quarter for Western Kenhim three to become the starter - ended tucky, and Jared Dangerfield made a
with these numbers: 1.023 completions, highlight-caliber 26-yard TD catch over
three defenders to cap a 28-point third
12,855 yards and 111 touchdowns.
"It's been a heck of a run," Doughty Quartet-for the Hilltoppers.
The Associated Press

"Brandon is a great quarterback," bright for USF football," Taggart said.
Down 14-0 before finally getting on
Taggart said. "Not only did he do it
against us, he did it against everybody." the scoreboard on Wales' touchdown
Quinton Flowers rushed for two run, the Hilltoppers - who put up 612
touchdowns and threw for another for yards in a game that featured 1 209
USF (8-5), finishing with 273 yards yards of offense - seemed poised to
passing and 108 more on the ground. 'tie the game in the second quarter after
Marion Mack rushed for another 108 driving to the South Florida 6.
And then they punted.
for the Bulls, who were in a bowl for the
That's right, they punted, after havfirst time since 2010 and rewarded Taggart with a three-year extension through ing first-and-goal.
Another year, another oddity in a
2020,earlier in the day.
"I believe in Coach T," Flowers said. bowl game for Western Kentucky. Last
"He believes.in me and he believes in year the Hilltoppers won the Bahamas
Bowl despite giving up five straight
this team."
USF lost for just the second time in touchdowns to Central Michigan its last nine games.The Bulls'597 yards including a three-lateral, 75-yarder as
of offense was the program's most ever time expired,escaping with a 49-48 win
against an FBS opponent, topped only only after the Chippewas' 2-point conversion try failed.
by 745 against Florida A&M in 2011.
This year's 'what-was-that?' mo"We came up short, but the future is

mem for the Hilltoppers was having
a 4th-and-goal from the 38. Doughty
completed five consecutive passes for
69 yards on the drive, getting his teem
to the USF 6. A first-and-goal rush for
no gain was followed by an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty,and then sacks
of 7 and 10 yards on second and third
down,and that led to the punt.
"We definitely do try to play an exciting brand of football," WKU coach
Jeff Brohm said.
WKU got a field goal as the half expired to pull to 14-10, and then Doughty found Norris for the first of their two
long third-quarter touchdown connections to put the Hilltoppers on top for
good.
And after D'Ernest Johnson con•See Page 9A
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Calloway
County's
Megan Greer
attempts a
shot against
McLean
County's
Jillian Harper
during the
quarterfinals
of the Murray
Bank Hardwood Classic
on Monday
at Jeffrey
Gymnasium,
Greer had 13
points in the
Lady Lakers'
47-44 win.
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PASCHALL /
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Staff Report
LEXINGTON --- Down eight
points early in the first half to
South Warren,head coach Rechelle Turner and the Murray High
Lady Tigers were at risk of two
o_straight losses and an early exit
n the Traditional Bank Holiday
ei Thanks to a timely 12-2 run
,,to close the half and three con,....secutive free-throw makes from
_tLily Ramey, Murray High prevailed 45-35 over South Warren
Spartans on Monday afternoon.
.,The Lady Tigers improved to
,7-1 on the season after dropping

ball like that against a really
athletic team showed just how
crucial she is to our success,"
Turner said.
The Lady Tigers will play undefeated Lincoln County (6-0)
today at 2 p.m. in hopes of advancing in the Lexington Catholic Tournament.
"They're very talented,"
Turner said.
"They're well coached and
so talented. It's our fourth game
and four days we may have had
to play harder than they did today but this is why we came
here. This is why we play."•

their lone contest of the season
on Sunday against mason County.
"We got off to a lackadaisical
start defensively, giving up 16
in first quarter. That is way too
many for girls basketball, but we
allowed just 19 n the three quarters after that. I think we had a
good pep talk after that first and
Lily's free throws after getting
fouled on a three really gave us a
boost," Turner said.
It ws Ramey's only three
points of the game, contributing
to the 15 of 17 shooting for Murray High from the line.
Maddie Waldrop continued

her resurgence with eight points
and six rebounds, Lex Mayes
contributed seven points and
six rebounds, Brittany Lawson
drained two huge three pointers
for six points on the night and
Alexis Burpo added six points
as well, but it was Macey Turley's performance that stole the
show.Turley bounced back from
a tough game Sunday to post 15
points and 5 rebounds in 32 minutes of play with only 1 turnover
as the point guard.
"Anyone who knows our
team and Macey knows the importance of her being on the
floor. To be able to handle the

with 21 points, but was limited
to just four in the second half after the Tigers started closing out
and boxing out defensive assignments.
With 15 lead changes in the
contest, it was a sea-saw match
all the way up until the final
stanza. Boone hit two of his
three's in the first six minutes,
both from the right corner, but
blocking fouls plagued the Tigers from gaining a competitive edge as Wade Coomer (12
points) banked in a 30-footer to
give the Trojans a 18-16 lead at
the end of one quarter.
However, one luck y shot
deserved another. After a slow
start to the quarter for the Tigers. Boone was able to pay the
damage right back at the second
quarter buzzer to cap off a late
6-0 run to reverse a 5-point deficit into a 32-31 lead at the half.
Making only 3 of 11 first half
free throws, the Tigers relied on
swift ball movement to open up
Hornbuckle for post looks and
everyone else for three-point
looks.
"We moved the ball really
well. Our three's were mostly
good looks because of rotation
passes. James made a huge one
at the end of the first half and
I was really proud of our guys

down low. Being able to- thro4v !would Id the 147ofthe war:'
"His length if really good.
the ball inside to Treopens
things up a lot for our team," He was able to challenge them
defensively. He got a huge block
Flener said.
The second half played to an and steal in transition and he was
entirely different pace than Ti- able to give us big minutes off
ger fans have been accustomed the bench with aggressive play,"
to over the last few years. With Flener said.
English and Curtis connected
both clubs combining for 14
points in the third quarter, Mur- on back to back three's to give
ray High took advantage of a the Tigers the largest lead of the
revamped half court defense in- night at 46-40 before using the
stead of the usual full court trap. final 3:06 to drain the clock. Bar"We're a little bigger this year ren County elected not to foul
all around, Flener said. "Our ro- and they paid the price. Clark
tation is a little more limited this hopped over a defender to finish
year with nine guys. When we a dish from Hornbuckle before
press some teams, they've been feeding Clark on a fast break to
able to break it. We feel like keep the lead at two possessions
we're much better in the half with a minute to go. After two
court defensively this year. At Tiger misses from the line, Curtimes, we just want to sit down tis gave them enough breathing
in the half court and make it hard room at 54-47 with 34.2 seconds
for them to score. We kept them left to hold on for the win. The
in front tonight and made it real- Tigers have no time for celebraly hard for them to get what they tion as they continue to host the
Murray Bank Christmas Classic
wanted."
Tied at 37 in the final minute tonight at 7:30 p.m. against Balof the third frame, it was the de- lard Memorial.
"That's a team that will run
fense of Jumonte McClure that
arguably synergized the Tigers with us," Flener said."We might
from that point forward. Mc- press a little more and run up
Clure's defensive hustle lead to and down some. It's really all
a block and a steal that lead to about matchups. We have some
Clark's three in transition to give teams and we feel like pressure
•
the Tigers a 40-37 lead heading will work."
into the fourth quarter. They

1.7

'•Tigers...
From Page 8
, heat them up a little bit."
Meanwhile, the rest of the
scoring for the Tigers was
pleasantly even. Preston English chipped in 9 points, Ethan
Clark put in 11 points and James
...Boone hit three crucial three
;,-Ipointers for 10 points, but it was
41-Curtis' foul shots that stood out
lomore than anything. The Tigers
walked away victorious, but if
.ethey are going to make as much
„regional noise as predicted in
),-the preseason, they'll have to do
)
-oto better at the free throw line;
much better. The Tigers shot
,t 7-20 overall from the charity
nfitripe and missed five near the
_vyricl of the game that could have
:;Kaled the contest earlier than it
"I'm trying to figure out
.if they'll let us shoot our free
throws from the three-point line
t-pr not. I think we could-back up
.41 the way to the arc. I don't
2-dcnow if they'll let us shoot outb,side the arc, it's something we'll
,ncheck on tomorrow," Flener
qjoked.
• "I almost want them to just
,icatch and shoot it. We're work,ing. We're pursuing championships with a vengeance but
t.,we know we have to make free
-:,throws to win championships.
We're getting to the line; we're
just not cashing them in."
-" What the Tigers were able to
- .cash in, they cashed in bountifully. Murray High shot much
better from the three-point line
at 9 of 20 on the night.
Gavin Driver led the Trojans

SAME
CHANNELS.
LESS
MONEY.
Al•

1

court in certain situations."
The Lady Cougars led 2616 at the break, but went the
first 4 minutes, 25 seconds of
the third quarter before making
a second-half field goal.
Settle drained her first of
two 3-pointers in the third
quarter just 60 seconds into the
second half to spark the Lady
Lakers' comeback and trim
McLean County's lead to 2619.
After a free throw from Chasity Ross, Alicia Hornbuckle
drove for a layup to cut Calloway County's deficit to 26-22.
A Whitney Patterson free
throw was the only point the
Lady Cougars generated during
their third-quarter shooting
slump. McLean County, which
went 1 of 5 from the floor in
the period, made 36 percent
(13 of 36) of its field goals in
the game.
The Lady Lakers, who were
aided by 50 percent (17 of 34)
shooting from the field, received 13 points from Megan
Greer on 5 of 9 shooting while
Settle made 7 of 11 shots from
the field.
Greer drove for a layup
about midway through the
third quarter as Calloway
County trailed 27-25. A baseline jumper and layup from
Settle allowed the Lady Lakers
to tie the contest at 27 and 29
before CCHS took its first lead
(31-29) on another layup from
her.
Sarah King, who scored
a team-high 12 points for the

Lady Cougars, hit two fret
throws for a 31-all tie, but
Greer broke that deadlock with
a free throw of her own as the
Lady Lakers took the lead for
good.
Settle closed the third
quarter with a putback and
right-corner 3-pointer to give
Calloway County some separation.
The Lady Lakers held on
during the fourth quarter despite some shaky free-throw
shooting. Keeli Puckett scored
all four of her points at the freethrow line in the fourth quarter,
when Calloway County went 4
of 11 at the charity stripe.
Hadley Rice drained McLean County's only 3-pointer of the second half with
3:40 left as the Lady Cougars
were down 41-38. But two
fourth-quarter baskets from
Greer and another from Settle
were enough for CCHS to secure its victory.
There were three other quarterfinal games played at Jeffrey Gymnasium on Monday.
Henry County, Tenn., routed
Paducah Tilghman 66-29. Meade County defeated University Heights Academy 70-29.
Edmonson County turned back
Carlisle County 55-47.
Four tournament games
will be played today. Paducah
Tilghman faces University
Heights Academy at 3 p.m.and
Carlisle County meets McLean
County at 4:45 p.m. in consolation semifinal games. Henry
County,Tenn., takes on Meade
County at 6 p.m. and Calloway County hosts Edmonson
County at 7:30 p.m. in championship semifinal games.•
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From Page 8

the Lakers dropped to 3-4 on
the season, they have no time
to hang their hats on what
could have been done differently. For now, all they seek is
consistency.
They'll continue their
search today at 12 p.m. as they
take on Crittenden County before facing Barren County at
6 p.m. in the final day of the
Murray Bank Holiday Classic.
"I told the guys to get off
their feet. It's really going to
be a battle of attrition. It's all
about depth. Hopefully we
can get some more guys in
the rotation and get other guys
some breaks against Crittenden. Sometimes we play three
games in one day. It's a mindset and you've just got to get
through it," Birdsong said. II

MONTHS

SPECIAL OFFERS INCLUDE:

1;(30 9N.N. gosn• 121 N • Nom* KY 42021
War* MurrayMO corn

Lady Lakers...

DONNIE PASCHALL /
The Ledger & Times
Calioway County's Kamden Price attempts a shot
against Ballard Memorial on
Monday at Taylor Gymnasium.

199?

°From Page 8

Wood Electronics Mc

went on a 6-0 run and get up
by four and we're playing from
behind from that point on,"
Birdsong said.
"We saw Cooper the other
night against Graves County
and he had 35 points. He did
it tonight in a close game, after Graves was up big when he
did his scoring. We tried everything on him tonight. We tried
flux guarding him, we doubled
him; we did everything. To
give their guy credit, Cooper
was drawing so much of our attention that the post guys were
putting shots back in the fourth
quarter when he wasn't scoring
any more."
Cooper's outburst was good
enough to preserve Ballard's
49-46 lead heading into the
fourth quarter. The four other
starters would all put fourth
major contributions in the final portion of the contest,
each ending up in double digit
scoring figures. Jamarrion Williams,
Tyler Wray and Zach Parsons combined for 19 of the 25
fourth-quarter points for Ballard Memorial. while the Lakers were never able to sustain
their first quarter hot streak.
Parsons, a 6-foot-6 center,
drove inside for a five-point
lead before Williams polished
off a three to give the Bombers
a 56-48 lead.
With plenty of steal opportunities in the second half, the
Lakers ended up turning most
of them right back over. After
two trips to the free throw line,
Parsons spun on a post move
for a 61-49 lead, followed by
Wray free throws to virtually
wrap up a Ballard Memorial
(4-3) victory with less than 3
minutes on the timer. Though

ACT NOV/

• WKU ••.
frthected with Tyre McCants to get
icthe Bulls within 24-21, Dough.* helped WKU answer with a
'iscore — throwing a key block
rnon Nacarius Fant's 9-yard double-reverse scoring run late in
--zthe third.
' With USF still down 10 with 3
ff:
minutes left. Flowers overthrew
^A.J. Legree on fourth down from
the Hilltoppers 39 and Western
niCentucky could finally exhale.
"It was a great way to finBrohm said."We knew this
•
would be a tough opponent ...
'And we knew we would have to
o-play well. These are the type of
'
'games you want to play in."

Lakers...
From Page 8
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Keith Fain,
Owner
270.753.1111
808
Coldwater
Road
Murray, KY
Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
8am-4pm
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CLASSIFIEDS
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Call

1,41
.9.... CLASSIFIED AD RATES ....MI:
. lb

Call
Nicisi Peach

Kai Tinsley

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al! 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
11\1 \I),

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

Murray Ledger
& Times
Classified Clerk

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:5.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
to reject or edit any sub,

for all your
classified needs

for your
Classified needs
.4.1..•••••••••••••••,•••••••••

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com orIMP by ou.r
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave -Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax:(270) 753A Classified

Gift to YOU

CLASSIFIEDS

(thru December)

DEADLINES

eek under 20 words
$19.00
3 Days un

20 words

$1
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020
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HAW".
Fri.9La

Wetinestiay

Mon. 12 p.m.
Tue. lpsm.
ifed.12
Thur. 12 p.m.

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
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tit/SINUS & SERVICE DIRECT
BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Camp Septic cleaning of Murray

Residential & Commercial

Notice

Help Wanted

Nip Wanted

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

CROP
Production
Services, Inc. an EOE,
is searching for a full
time
Administrative
Coordinator for our
Hardin, KY location.
Responsibilities
include, but are not limited
to: Customer
Relations, Invoicing,
General
Secretarial
duties,
A/R,
A/P,
Payroll,
Inventory
Management, assistance to other staff in
the office, and other
duties as assigned.

Applicant
will
be
required to pass a back
ground check and a
drug screen. Please
send resumes to: Crop
Production Services,
Inc. Attn: Jason Watt,
PO Box 84, Hardin, KY
42048.

Thank you for your business!

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

060

Ask about our
Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

A
Carpenter/Foreman
for Local hotel construction
project.
Please inquire by calling 501-786-9151.
PADUCAH Sun is currently seeking independent contractors
for the Murray area.
Monthly
estimated
gross
profit
route
$1,300.00/mo. Contact
Darren Turner 0 270575-8792

Help Wanted

I

Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for
any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so
corrections can be made.
Help Wanted

is hiring Full Time production workers
for the Pella Corporation in
Murray Kentucky.
1st and 3rd shift positions
are available.
Starting pay is $10.00 per hour.
Please submit your resume' to
bsmith@inf-grp.com.

Candidate must be a self-motivated and
organized individual. Computer experience with
inventory management software or Excel and
experience utilizing a forklift are preferred.
Candidate will be required to lift 751bs
unassisted, maintain a daily inventory,
maintain stock control, oversee all receiving
and distribution operations and be the primary
point of contact for all suppliers.
Applicants should send resume with
contact info to:
P.O Box 1040 R Murray KY, 42071

Or call (270) 767-2518
MURRAY Save-A-Lot
is now accepting applications for Produce
Manager. This is a full
time position with
benefits. Pay depends
on experience. EOE
apply in person.

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity

fet

MURRAY

Part-time Job vacancies
at
Murray Campus

background and physical check required.

Cook I $7.67/hr

CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Merchandiser $9.69/hr
Building Services Team Leader I $8.28/hr
Administrative Technology Coordinator II
$17.14/hr

Minimum Education, Training or Experience: Associate's Degree with one
year of Registered Nurse (RN) experience. BSN or Master's Degree in
Nursing, Nursing Administration, Nursing Education or Public Health may
substitute for one year of required experience. Must have RN license in
Kentucky or compact state and maintain the RN license on an annual basis.
NOTE: Preference will be given to those qualified applicants that have
obtained a BSN or higher in the areas noted above. In addition, the
applicant's ability to provide presentations to community groups/schools
on health topics will be given preference during the application screening
process.
General Duties include: Conducts nursing assessments, as appropriate,
using Core Clinical Service Guide (CCSG) guidelines; develops and
implements a plan of care based upon identified health risks; provides basic
nursing care to the client consistent with the CCSG, Nursing Scope and
Standards of Practice, established policies, procedures and licensing laws;
documents services provided to the client according to standards of the
CCSG and Administrative Reference (AR); maintains confidentiality and
privacy according to guidelines; understands the team process and applies
problem-solving strategies to accomplish job tasks; participates in
specialized or program specific clinics; develops and conducts educational
counseling and teaching activities for individual clients and families; and
may serve as a coordinator of a specific program. This position would
perform duties in several different program areas in the olinic including but
not limited to pediatric/adult services, WIC, family planning, sexually
transmitted diseases/HIV, prenatal, tuberCulosis, cancer screening, and
disease investigations to particular at-risk or high-risk populations or
populations with limited access to care. Refer to wwwcallowayhealth.org
for more information on our clinical programs.
Starting Salary: S16.30 per hour and will be negotiable with additional
experience Five percent increase will occur for successful completion of
the six month probationary period. Reclassifications to other levels are
available based on performance and regulations. Grade 18.Full-time status
is defined as working 75 hours in a two week period
Applications may be obtained at the Calloway County Health Department,
602 Memory Lane, Murray, KY 42071 or http:I/chfs.ky.gov/dphahdapp.htm.
Completed application, copies of license, and college transcript must be
returned/mailed to the attention of Stephanie Hays, Finance Administrator,
at the Calloway County Health Department, 602 Memory Lane, Murray, KY
42071.
Resumes will not substitute for completed application
A criminal background check may be required prior to the interview prodess
arid will be required prior to employment.
Calloway County Health Department is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

WARD-ELKINS

05[South 12th St

Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required.
270-753
4109.
2BR brick. Clean, No
Pets, $395/Month 270293-6070

Available Nov. 27th.
907 B. North 20th St.
3br,2 1/2BA, garage,
Very Nice. 270-7535344
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375

Apply online & view additional details at
WWw.murraystateiOPS corn
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is ar equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR
units. Rent based on
income.
Mobility impairment
accessible. Phone:
270-492-8721. Mon,
Wed & Fri. TDD 711
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers_
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109

Thu :iiffiturion IS XI'oral
Cir opporninie provider
and rem/over

Want to Buy

ITRANSWORLD

AroMen Advisors
lbsisress SI&•livoidsisa •Mogen 41 &caesarians

Dean E. Cherry, Managing Director-270-978-9948

360
Stomps Rent*

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Pets 1 Supplies
DOG
Obedience.
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

Public Sale

Hours:
Mon, - Fn
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-7054659
eel Estate

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Ad Notice
Corner of 121 S. & Gleadale. All real estate advertised herein
is subsect to the Federal Fair
IOW's & 10x15's
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer(270)436-2524
ence, limitation or dascruninanon based on race. color. rellpion, sex, handicap. familial staPREMIER
tus or national onguii, or intenMINISTORAGE
tion to make any such prefer•Inside climate control
ences, limitations or discrunmabon.
storage
State laws forbid discnnunation
•Secunty alarmed
in the sale, rental or advertisang
.Safe & clean
of real estate based on factors En
•We sell boxes!
addition to those protected
under federal law
'We rent U-Hauls.
We will knowingly accept any
753-9600.
advertising for real estate which
a not in violation of the law All
persons are brit-by informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P ?iifILINE,(703)648-1000
720 S.4111 ST.

1/011,
01/0111
,

Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carNo
pets.
t:10ft
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

e

cal PT09. For Rent

Retail or Office
Space

270-753-8556
1505 Dulguid Drive
TDD I-800445-1833 est 283

060
Help Wanted

14X70. 3BR, 2A. 270492-8526
MOBILE homes for
rent, 270-293-6116

2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
$700/month. 104 Park
St.753-2225.

STATE UNIVERSITY

employer. Post offer drug screen,

The Calloway County Health Department is currently accepting applications
on open register for the position of Local Health Nurse II. Applications will
be accepted continuously for ongoing and future openings. A particular
opening might be full-time, part-time 100 hours, or part-time. This position
includes an excellent fringe benefit package and is based in Murray, KY.
This position serves under the direction of the Nursing Supervisor.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

2BR, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259

to schedule an appointment.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
LOCAL HEALTH NURSE II

Apartments For Rent

Mobile Homes For Rent

Warehouse Manager

INFINITY GROUP

ArpOlianCeil

(270) 753-1713
Help Wanted

Ron Sallin- Local Agent #5120443
Phone 270-210-2533

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 to place your ad toda

060

060

060
Help Wanted

- ATTENTION ADJUSTMENTS

Medicare Supplement Services

Wrecked, running and non-running 'Medicare Supplements 'Part B Drug Plans
autos, battenes, and all aluminum 'Medicare Advantage 'Dental & Vision Plana
'Final Expense Plans
KEY RECYCUNG

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SO. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

270-753-8964

r

inglis Property

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
Driveways
&
All
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900
270-2934602

9

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webPage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Wwit lo Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

Ask about our
I/WM&
$91117Miti
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

Cash paid for
good, used guns

H & H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342 ,

150
Articles
For Sale

WISHING EVERYONE A

MERRY CHRISTMAS
FROM THE
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
CLASSIFIEDS & CIRCULATION
DEPARTMENTS.

5X10 Tilt utility trailer.
Excellent shape, wood
deck, lights, good tires
ad recently painted.
$550. 270-978-5593.
FOR Sale
-Small portable charger-$15
-Soda Stream with
canister-575
-Medium George
Foreman Grill-$20
-Electric icecream
maker-525
Call after 5prn or text
anytime if interested.
Prices firm. 270-2278721
FREE Mason Diamond
Ring for sale. Call 270293-0226 for more
detail*.

4

CLASSIFIEDS

28 • Tuesday, December 22, 2015

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
River/WM Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimrning
'Removal
•Stump Grinding
'Firewood
Insured
(270)489-2839

Hill Appliance
Repair

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at 620
mounted

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

Call 753-5606

Service on al
major breeds
Licensed dz Insured

Used Gas
HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
holiandMOtOrSaieS corn

270-753-4461
2010 Nissan Maxima
White, loaded, 87,000
miles. Call after 6pm.
270-753-0863.

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8684

A

Hill Electric
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

•Handyman Services
•Yard Won(

Gary 270-227-0420

Please MI out thisform and maN it to:
Murray Ledger &limes,PO Box 1040,Murray,KY 42071;
or drop K off at the office located at
1001 Whitnell Ave.In Murray.

ON BEA

ZI Boy

MINI
STORAGE
un lII its
80 0.

Date of Birth:

• Elootriaty
ate Control Units

Weight:

lbws.

Sam Smith

Length:
Name of Parents:

GARLANt
RENTAL

Your Phone:

ifyov'vsgotltwecasstorelf

Contact Nkki at 270-753-1916
for more information!

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

270-293-3248

•Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

630

An sizes available, cal/ today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL

Services Offered

.4e
,t

A A/
SF
-MODELING. OM

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

AllAspects of
Remodeling

8

*Home Irnprovvrnentt
-Bath Kitctxan

Ron

NI‘\ N(.1

\

•weekly & special
loony owned/opeasted
7594151 293-2783
'•
293-2784
.
438-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

Frame
(2701 227-3140
(270)474-0323

7
1
6

9

Drywall Palriting,
Tile, Flooring Decks

1

•Insufed -Sc Viscount
*Free EsaTietes

270-438-5959

Online or In Print

By Dave Green

_
19
31

•MemberOlAnpfes List

check the Muryay d i
Ledger & TiTes for a
your updates! '

Sucioew is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.
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Answer to previous puzzle
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Difficu ty Level **

BABY

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Dec. 23, 2015:
This year you demonstrate a preference for relating to others on an
individual basis rather than in a group. You prefer getting to know
those around you better, and you'll maintain fewer but tighter relationships. No matter what your status might be, excitement surrounds you. If you are single, you could meet a very dynamic individual who introduces you to a very different culture. Learn and accept
different ways. If you are attached, the two of you get involved in a
new interest together. GEMINI inspires you to be more versatile.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Haw: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
'Confusion is likely to. surround communication. Confirm
meetings, places and times. If you hit a snafu, don't stand on ceremony, as you will succeed only in distancing the other party further
away from you. Be as explicit as you possibly can be.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You could be a bit uncomfortable with someone at a distance
or news that heads your way. You might be in an even more difficult
situation than you realize. Say little, and just go with the flow. Be as
flexible as you can be right now.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You could be overly tired and trying to deal with a situation
that seems to be common in your experience yet one that you are

60611

4•

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

WY."( I

Licensed &
Insured

ONE SPACE:
$12
TWO SPACES:
$18

DEADLINE:JAN.22, 2016 AT 5 PM

Chris Tucker

ELECTRIC

September 8, 2015
7 lbs • 12 oz • 21"
44
Joe & Judy Smith;

Your Name:

270-293-4406
GARY W DICK

iGIrl

Name of Child

•Licensed &

Over 28 Years
Experience

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

Size

(270)759-0890

Well&Wing
WellPump Service
Resident/al&
Agriculture/

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
/41 Shingles Hand Naiad

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

A.G.S. Weil &
Irrigation

•Pressure Washing
'Gutter Cleaning

bissalifillimirdenoshisrlel

.
1
0000000
Babies of 29,15
-

AMNIA

Services Offered

CLEAN CUT

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
Jams C.Salon

USED TIRES

We Finance

GaIllmora EI.ctr$cmI Contractors, LLC

Murray Ledger & limes

not comfortable with. People seem to want more from you than you
are able to give. A power play is a likely result.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Defer to others, as you have much more to gain by listening
than by acting. As a result, you will understand someone better. This
person can be difficult and controlling. You might want to take a
stand with this person. Be careful!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your sense of those around you could be far more accurate
than you might realize. Solutions can be easily found if you just relax.
Be willing to revise your schedule if need be. Do not hang on to
issues rigidly.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You could feel pressured by a family member who has clout,
an older friend or perhaps a boss. You probably will opt not to take
this person on. A family member might not go along with your plans,
as he or she has something else up his or her sleeve.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Be whimsical as well as adventurous. You can expect quite
a reaction from others, as you pioneer a path that surprises them. A
partner finds your actions to be exciting, but he or she also could
become somewhat intimidated.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** One-on-one relating evokes a strong response, no matter
who the other party might be. You have an unusual intensity about

you right now. Others are likely to experience very strong reactions
to this side of you.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You could be taken aback by a loved one's sudden versatility. Don't feel threatened; instead, enjoy this odd moment. Don't try
to control this person, either. Just go along with the moment, and the
results will be a lot better.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Pace yourself, and get past a problem. Make an important
call and be willing share your feelings. You could be a little insecure,
but so is the other party. A natural gawkiness surrounds this interaction. A family member is full of surprises.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your playfulness emerges when dealing with others.
Recognize that they are not in the same headspace as you are. You
might be surprised by how others respond to your mood. It is nothing personal, but you might not be able to let it go.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Pressure builds around the hornefront. Someone you live with
will let you know what his or her expectations are from you. Clearly,
you did not have a clue. How you want to handle this situation could
radically change because a conversation.
BORN TODAY
Musician Eddie Vedder (1964), actress Susan Lucci (1946)
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Ten years ago
Pictured is Hickory Wood Retirement Center resident Juanita
Cohoon as she helps Timmy Din.h
unwrap a gift during a Christmas
program at the center sponsored by
students from Murray State University's Student Association of Social
Work organization. Dinh was one of
about a dozen children from the Wee
Care Child Development Center
participating in the Adopt-a-Grandparent holiday effort.
Connie Morgan, 59, owner-operator of Connie Morgan Used Cars,
has filed his papers to run as a Democrat for the position of Second
District Magistrate on the Calloway
County Fiscal Court.
Lenon Hall is shown being presented with a Kentucky Legislative
Certificate by State Rep. Melvin
Henley in recognition of Hall's
100th birthday at the celebration in
his honor held recently at Westside
Baptist Church.
The Murray Middle School Tiger Basketball team finished 2-Ito
claim the runner-up spot in a Christmas tournament held at North Marshall Middle School. Jeremy Curd
was named to the all-tournament
team.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Judge Executive J.D. Williams got an early
Christmas present this year - the return of his stolen car. The car was
stolen from a courthouse parking
space and was the personal vehicle
of Williams.
A reunion for all the Burkeen
family members in this area was
held recently in the Community
Room of Peoples Bank. Ronnie and
Lisa Burkeen were in charge of the
event.
Four Murray State University
students from Calloway County are
among 25 students who were initiated into Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority recently. They were Courtney
Page McCoy, Mina Hope Kouklan,
Crystal Johnson and Jennifer Rose
Clayton.
Former Murray State star Popeye Jones was on hand in Freedom
Hall to watch his alma mater. Jones
rented a car and drove to Louisville

Hospital visitors should
practice simple courtesy

from Indianapolis where his Dallas
Maverick teammates play tonight.
Jones is pictured signing OQC of
DEAR ABBY: I have been a
many autographs for Racer fan Don
nurse for 35 years, and over time,
Simpkins of Mayfield.
I have noticed a decline in simple
Thirty years ago
courtesy from people who visit
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dale Erfriends or relatives in the hospital.
win of Hazel are the parents of a
Several things visitors should keep
son, Kyle Austin, born Dec. 5 at the
in mind:
Murray-Calloway County HospiI. If you
tal. The mother is the former Kathy
don't know
Lovett,
what room
Daisy Troop 3288 held its hivesthe
patient
titure at the home of leader Trish
has been asPage. Ellen Carpenter, Christy Easigned, ASK.
son, Autumn Alcott, Celia Boone,
Don't wander
Jennifer Hopkins and Megan Page
in and out of
became official Girl Scouts.
rooms until
Forty years ago
•
you find the
Elected as officers of Murray
right one.
by
Senior Citizens Group were Lavo2. Be pmAbigail
la Wyatt, Wallace Dowdy, Tommie
pared to give
Cavitt, Medic Vaughn, Gussie Adthe first and
Van Buren
last
names
ams, Hazel Ahart and Erma Loven.
of the patient
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Elkins on Dec. when asking for directions.
3. Abide by the visiting hours
11 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
and the number of persons allowed
Paul Nesbitt on Dec. 14.
into a patient's room at one time.
Fifty years ago
Winners of the Hazel Christmas Remember,patients need dedicated
Decorating Contest sponsored by time for treatments and procedures.
4. Do not bring small children to
the Hazel Woman's Club were Mr.
and Mrs. Deroy Provine, first; Mr. the hospital unless they are visiting
and Mrs. Adolphus "Skeet" Myers, their parent or sibling. You needthem at risk by expossecond; Mr. and Mrs. Cy Miller, Mr. lessly place
ing them to infections.
and Mrs. Calvin Key and Mr. and
5. Make mire any food you bring
Mrs. Rickie Hill, honorable mento the patient is allowed by the phytion.
sician.
Installed as new officers of the
6. Never question the staff for
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
information regarding the patient's
and Convalescent Division Board
diagnosis or condition. It is against
of Commissioners were Nat Ryan the law for a health care provider
Hughes, Holmes Ellis and James to divulge patient information to an
Rudy Allbritten.
unauthorized individual. Ask the
Sixty years ago
patient.
New Concord beat Kirksey and
7. Get permission before plugAlmo beat Lynn Grove in the Lynn ging in your cellphone charger.
Grove High School Basketball
8. When taking the elevator, use
Tournament. High scorers were public elevators. And when the
Charles Lamb with 47 for New doors open, stand back and allow
Concord; Rob Darnell with 38 for the occupants to safely step out
Kirksey; Gene Herndon with 36 for before entering. -- PATIENT-CENAlmo and Tommy McNeely with 19 TERED NURSE IN CALIFORNIA
for Lynn Grove.

Today In History
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Today is Tuesday, Dec. 22, the
356th day of 2015. There are nine
days left in the year. This is the first
full day of winter.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 22, 1965,"Doctor Zhivago," David Lean's epic film adaptation of the Boris Pasternak novel starring Omar Sharif and Julie
Christie, had its world premiere in
New York.
On this date:
In 1775, Esek Hopkins was appointed the commander-in-chief of
the Continental Navy.

In 1910, a fire lasting more than
26 hours broke out at the Chicago
Union Stock Yards; 21 firefighters
were killed in the collapse of a burning building.
In 1937, the first, center tube of
the Lincoln Tunnel connecting New
York City and New Jersey beneath
the Hudson River was opened to
traffic. (The second tube opened in
1945, the third in 1957.)
In 1940, author Nathanael West,
37, and his wife, Eileen McKenney,
27, were killed in a car crash in El
Centro, California, while en route

to the funeral of F. Scott Fitzgerald,
who had died the day before.
In 1944, during the World War II
Battle of the Bulge, U.S. Brig. Gen.
Anthony C. McAuliffe rejected a
German demand for surrender, writing "Nuts!" in his official reply.
In 1968, Julie Nixon married David Eisenhower in a privaie ceremony in New York.
In 1977, three dozen people were
killed when a 2.50-foot-high grain
elevator at the Continental Grain
Company plant in Westwego, Louisiana, exploded.

BABY BLUES®
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Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact
Dear Abby at wwwDearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
CA 90069,

CANDLE IN GLASS CAN BE A HOT ISSUE
Dear Heloise: I have BURNED CANDLES for
years and never had a problem until last week. I had a
candle in a glass container and wanted to finish burning it. It was sitting on a lace runner. The candle burned
out,scorched the runner and also the wood beneath the
runner. It was not unattended, but I wasn't watching it
at all times. A warning to others:
'Even though it is in a glass container, if it burns out, the glass
can become hot enough to do
damage. You probably should
blow them out before they bum
to the bottom of the glass.
Another hint is if you tie a raffia bow around a candleholder,
be sure the bow is well below
the burn line of the candle. I had
one tied too high, and it burned
by
the raffia. I was close by and
Heloise
caught it immediately. -- Joan,
via email
Joan, you are lucky it did not
do major damage. My friends at the National Candle
Association (I spoke to them a few years back and
learned a lot from them) say DO NOT burn candles all
the way down. When there is approximately 1/2 inch
of candle wax left in a container, it should be extinguished and not lit again. Don't take a chance! -- Heloise

LAUNDRY HANGER
BLONDIE R
CHRISTMAS
DO YOU
IS GETTING
KNOW WHAT
WAY TOO
YOU'RE
COMMERCIAL. FOR
GETTING
MY TASTE!
TOOTSIE FOR
CHRISTMAS?

Dear Heloise: I installed a spring-tension shower
rod lengthwise and above the shower head over my
bathtub. Now I hang my drip-dry and hand-wash laundry on it to dry without water dripping down the side of
the tub and onto the floor. -- Diane V., Columbus,Ohio
Smart indeed. Here's what I do, especially when
on the road and doing a little hand laundry: Place the

BESIDES, TOOTSIE DOESN'T
EXPECT SOME 13IG, EXPENSIVE
GIFT JUST BECAUSE ITS
CHRISTMA

you live with you. Clearfy,
ituation could

946)

•••••

DEAR ABBY: My ex-husband,
"Charles," is dying, and we have
decided to get remarried before
he dies so he won't be alone at the
end.(And also so I can receive his
VA benefits when he's gone.) Is
this morally wrong? I do take care
of him, but not all the time because
Charles likes living with his uncle
and will remain there after we marry. I guess I just have a little guilt
trip going on. -- GUILT TRIP IN
TEXAS
DEAR GUILT TRIP: Charles
earned his benefits. I see nothing
morally wrong with people providing for someone they care for after
their death. Unless Charles was cocreed into his generosity,I can't see
why you should feel guilty.

DEAR DOCTOR K: My wife
saw something on the news about a
man who died of sudden cardiac arrest while jogging. Now she doesn't
want me to exercise. I'd really love
to get my running shoes back on.
What can I
tell her to
ease her worries?
DEAR
READER:
I read your
letter as I was
cooling off
after exercising. So your
Dr. Komaroff question is
timely. Your
by
wife's conDr. Anthony cerns are understandable,
Komaroff
but probably
misguided.
I spoke to my colleague Dr. Aaron L. Baggish,the associate director
of the Cardiovascular Performance
Program at Harvard-affiliated Massachusetts General Hospital. He
confirmed what I thought I knew.
Sudden cardiac arrest is caused
by a lethal type of irregular heart
rhythm called ventricular fibrillation. The lethal rhythm causes the
heart to stop pumping blood -- it just
sort of quivers. If that rhythm is not
immediately reversed -- such as by
a defibrillator machine -- it results
in death.
Sudden cardiac arrest can occur
in a person with or without known
heart disease. Probably the most
common cause is atherosclerosis of
the arteries Of the heart that reduces the blood supply to .some of the
heart muscle.
The most important point to make
is that regular, moderate-intensity
exercise is actually the best way to
prevent sudden cardiac arrest. There
is solid scientific evidence that people who exercise regularly are less
likely to develop cardiac arrest.
Even people with heart disease who
go through a carefully supervised
exercise program are less likely to

have a cardiac arrest.
Here's what can be confusing: In
all people, a cardiac arrest is more
likely to occur when the heart is
working hard than when it's not. So,
suppose you exercise for 30 minutes
each day. That means you don't exercise for the remaining 1,410 minutes in that day. Your risk of cardiac
arrest per minute is greater while
you exercise.
Nevertheless, a recent study
found that exercise-related heart
deaths are quite rare; they account
for just 5 percent of sudden cardiac
arrest cases.In the study,researchers
reviewed 1247 cases of sudden cardiac arrest in middle-aged men and
women over a period of 11 years. Of
these,only 63 cases occurred during
exercise. Most occurred in men,and
most of these men were jogging,
playing basketball or cycling.
In the majority of cases, the cardiac arrest didn't come out of nowhere. Two-thirds of the people
who had cardiac arrest had known
heart disease. And nearly one-third
of them had expenenced typical
cardiovascular symptoms during
the week before the sudden cardiac arrest, including chest pain and
breathlessness.
This study offers two points of
reassurance. First, exercise-related
cardiac arrest is rare. The second
important message is that heart
disease often gives warning signs.
Heed this message. If you feel any
chest pain during exercise, have difficulty breathing, or even feel more
drained than usual, stop and call a
doctor for advice..
So if your doctor, who knows
your medical condition, agrees, tell
your wife that regular exercise will
reduce your risk of sudden death
during your remaining years together.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor, Boston, MA 02115,)

Mita From lololso
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DEAR NURSE: If readers take
to heart your suggestions in the
spirit they were given, everyone
will benefit. That visitors would
charge into hospital elevators, wander the halls, barge into patients'
rooms, and drag small children
into sickrooms is an indication that
there has been not only a decline in
courtesy but also common sense.
Patients are in hospitals because
they need intensive treatment and
REST. Creating a party atmosphere
in which the patient is expected
to entertain numerous "guests" is
physically and emotionally draining and a danger to the person's
health.

Moderate exercise can
prevent sudden cardiac arrest

items on a coat hanger, and hang that on the shower
head br inside the shower curtain. No drip, no mess.
Heloise

CONDIMENT CUPS
Dear Heloise: When my family eats at our favorite burger joint, we get our own condiments. The little white paper cups are sometimes too small for how
much ketchup, mayo, etc., we use. Another table with
teens had unraveled the top of the cups to make them
flat and had more dipping area. Smart, huh? -- Jenna
D. in Pennsylvania

SHOULDER BUMPS
Dear Heloise: I love reading your column in the
Orange County (Calif.) Register. I had hung a looseweave sweater (I know -- don't hang sweaters, but this
one is a mess if I put it in the drawer). Of course, the
sweater had the dreaded hanger bumps at the shoulder
area (Heloise here: when removed from the hanger). I
tried using my hair blow-dryer to remove the bumps,
and it worked better than the iron! -- Katrina S., Dana
Point, Calif.

COVER UP
Dear Heloise: I cover the wood handles and the rubber tires of my wheelbarrow with a large barbecue-grill
vinyl cover. This keeps the handles from rotting and
the wheels from decaying due to the elements. -- Leon
B., Holiday Island, Ark.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise,P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(c)20I5 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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DUSTIN®
I GOT 5TARTEDY WELL/ I'M
LATE AND NOW PRETTY SURE
IM AFRAID STUFF YOU pOtti HA/
TO WORRY
MIGHT NOT GET
ABOUT
HERE ON TIME.
5ANTA.

GARFIELD

Ir5 T14E PRESENT
IM GIVING my
MOM, DUSTiNf

I'M WORRIED
ABOUT
AMAZON
PRIME.

"

I GOT A TICKET FOR
PISTORBING THE
HEAVENLY PEACE

WELL 114014'T
WAS A BOST

TOU7 YOU
NOT TO GO
CAROLING
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Approached menacingly
1
7 Present
11 Grove fruit
12 Land unit
13 Christmas treat
15 Central
16 Easter lead-in
18 Bike part
21 Inlet
22 Seasonal spice
24 Wisdom bringer
25 Tim, to Bob Cratchit
26 Pollen collector
27 One of Santa's team
29 Top-rated
30 Put away
31 "Chestnuts roasting on
an open —'
32 King or czar
34 Christmas treat
40 Wee bit
41 04d English coin
42 Yuletide
43 Shells out
DOWN
1 Gear tooth
2 Tycoon Onassis
3 Fellow
4 Car part
5 Deal maker
6 Small seabird
7 Top story
8 Rink surface
9 Monk's title
10 Baseball's Williams
14 Started
16 Company symbols
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News item
Fossil resin
Baseball's Pee Wee
Heel
And not
Acquire
Conclude
successfully
Ordinary
One under par
Disgusted
Big galoots
Seamstress' aid
Old card game
Salt Lake City player
Where there was no
room
Homer's neighbor
Methane, for one
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